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SUMMARY 

. The_ probleITl of mass transfer by subliITl-ation. froITl a snow surface 
subject'ed to radiation ana forced convection is investigated. The effect 
of irradiation froi:n a nonisotherITlal source on the ITIass transfer rate is: 
studied. Forced conve'ction of the "flat plate U and "entrance region" 
type is inve,stigated. Entrance- effects are seen to {lave a' negligible in
fluence on the ITlass trans-fer rate. The effect of the nonisotherITlal snow 
surface is shown to be negligibl~. A therITlal network analysis is' de
veloped to predict the ITlas s, transfer rate due to the COITl bined effects 
of radiation and forced convection. 

ExperiITlentai results for ITlass transfer froITl a snow surface in the 
entrance region of a rectangular duct S{low good agreeITlent with the pre
dicted ITlass transfer rate . 

./ 
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AN INVESTIGATION OF MASS TRANSFER BY ,SUBLIMATION F~OMA SNOW-SURFACE '/ 

by 

, 
" 

'Clement B. Edgar, J."r. 

INTRODUC TION , 

One of the chief maintenance problems in an under snow camp, such as 
Camp Century, Greenland, is the continuous closure'of the tunnels. This is 
brought about by a densification of the snow layer apda pla,stic flow or "creep" 
of the snow~walls. The combined effects of plastic flow and densification ,tend 
to close the tunnels at rates of about 1ft' per year~:~. Sublimation and subse
quent mas s transfe r' of the, snow walls has' been sugge sted as a means of Gontrol 
[R. Waterhouse, Personal Com,munication] . 

, A study was begun in June 1963 by W .D. Lamb and the author to determine 
the s~gnificant environmental factors which influence the mass transfer rate 
and to develop an analysis for predicting the rate. An order of magnitude anal
ysis \\fas'made; it was found that sufficient rr{ass transfer rates could be attained 
provided a suitable method of putting the energy into the snow surface was avail
able. Lamb subsequently reported on the feasibility of several methods (Lamb, 
1964). The ,method studied in this paper is irradiation of the snow surface, 
although the analysis applies for other methods as well. 

As snow removal by vapor transfer has been shown to be feasible; it was 
desired to develop an adequate analysis for determining !pass transfer· rates. 
Als,o the quantitative influence of nonisothermal irradiation, convection from 
the nonisothermal snow surface, snow surface roughness, and the entrance 
region on the rate of mass tr'ansf~r was not known. /This investigation has 
produced an adequate analysis for predicting mass transfer rates and has 
also determined the importance of these factors. 

Camp Cent~ry (Fig. 1) is aU. S. Army under snow tamp located C?n the 
Greenland Ice Cap. The side trenches containing the buildings are approximately 
400 ft long, 24 ft wide~, and 16 ft high. The smaller buildings are approximately j 

76 ft long, 16 ft wide and 12 ft high. This left a 3 to 4;-ft spacing between the 
side s of ~he building and the snow tunnel~ -

The scheme for producing mass transfer is to supply energy to tlle snow 
surface; this ene'rgy raises the snow surface telllperature and sublillle s the 
show. The air illlmedi'ately adjacent to the sno:w surface is saturated wlth 
vapor. Air is forced through the tunne1s at low velocities (.less than 15 ft/sec) 
to carry off the vapor. ' 

. As the air firsf enters the tunnel, it co'ntains a quantity of moisture de-
pending on its dewpoint telllperature (the moisture content may be deterlllined 

, from psychrollletric tables). The v~por from the heated snow surface is trans
ferred into the air and the'moisture content is subseque.ntly increased as the 
air.proceeds down the tunnel. Air layers near the surface contain lllore mois
ture than .those further 'away and thus a vapor gradient is established at the 
surface;. The region' near the surface where the' vapor gradient is significant 

~:~Field data taken by the Cold Regions Research and Engine,ering Laboratory 
(C.RREL), U.S. ArlllyMateriel Comllland, 'Hanover, N.H. (1961-1963). 

I. 



2 , MASS TRANSFER By SUBLIMATION FROM A SNOW,-SURFACE 

is caJled the "boundary layer. II As the air pro~eedsl down the tunnel,., the 
vapor gradient extends further out from th~ surface and thus the boundary 
layer "developsll or,increases in thickness from the entrance. It is shown 

I , 

in Appendix D.that the boundary layer thickn~ss is gi,ve~ by the equa,tion: 

(Vx)-1/5 , [) = 0.382 x -
v 

where x is the distance from the entrance (ft), V is the velocity of the air (ftl 
hr) and lot -is the kinematic viscosity. of the air (v ::: O. 463 ft2 /hr at O'F). , On 
the basis of tlJ.is equation, we may compute the bpllndary layer thickness for 
several distances from tbe entrance: 

Figure 1. 

x [ft] 
25 
50 

100 
200 

V = 5 ftl sec 

[) [ft] 
0.61 
'1.06 
1.84 
3.20 

_ BUILDING 

100 T 
SCALI IN flUT 

Diagram of Camp Century. 

V, = 10 ftl sec 

[) [ft] 
O. 53 -
0.92 
1. 60 

- 2.78 

From the above tabl~ it is seen that, 
even for a tunnel 200 ft long the 
b9uridary layer thickness is less 
than the 4-ft dist,.ance between the 
side of the building and the snow 
wall. Thus the forced ~onvection 
heat and mass tra~sfer is of the 
"entrance region'" type;' it occurs in 
a developing boundary layer at the 
snow surface that has not yet filled 
the passage width. Fully developed 

, flow (where the boundary layer fills 
the space between the snow wall and 
the building) does. not occur for a':' 
bout 300 to 400 ft. 

The convection heat and mas s 
transfer in the snow tunnel should 
be investigated using a model which 
has geometric and dynamic similar- \ 
ity to the snow tunnel. Since :snow 
tunnels are likely to have irregu
larities in cross section, geometric 
similarity between the, tunnel and 
the model can only be approximated. 
The snow tunnel cross section is 
approximately rectangularj s~ the 
passage_ between the building side 
'wall and the snow surface is essen
tially a rectangular pas'sage with 

,a heigl).t to width ratio of about 
4 to 1 (building height 1..2 ft; dis

tance between the building anq. snow wall 3 ft). The s'now surface will be as
sumed to be irradiated by heaters fixed to t~e building wall.' Hence the model 

\ " 

/ 



MASS TRANSF-ER,BY SUBLIMATION FROM A SNOW-SURFACE 

best representing the conditions in the snow tunnel is a rect~ngular duct with 
a s'now floor. and heated roof as shown below. 

heated roof 

air flO:r-w--.-,-, ---------------.; r-! -------..,1 =t 
14 L .. I ~w .1 

snow floor 

h/w = 0.25 

h/L- 0 • .05 
, / I 

Since the flow situation in the tunnel is likely to be relatively complex 
(high level of turbulence, v'ortices, etc.), dynamic' similarity between the tun
ne~l and, thernodel can likewise only be approximated. The important consid
eration is to make the model exhibit the entrance region flow as/ does the snow 
tunnel. This can be'done b,y making 'the Reynolds number, based on the distance 
from the entrance (Rex = Vx ), approximately the same in both cases. 

'V 

This assures that the ratio of the boundary layer thickness 5 to the distance 
from the entrance 'x is approximately the same· for the snow, tunnel and the 
rectangular duct. '.:. , 

, " 

The repr'esentation is completed by requiring the air'ternperature Ta and 
air dewpoint temperature T dp ~o be the same for the snow tunnel and the flat 
duct. The air temperature is in the range -20F to +20F with the dewpoint 
slightly lower, from about -30Fto +15F. The heating panel in the flat duct 
is assumed to be a uniform power source, but the analysis is applicable to I 

other radiation sou.rce s as well. Exce s si ve 10 s!3e s by, conduction thr01igh the 
sides of the duct are eliminated in this investigation by adequate insulation, ' 
but ,the analysis is also capable of ,taking these losses into 'account. 

The analysis will be applied to the simplified model described above, but 
it is able to account for complicating factors which may occ~r in practice. 
Constant reference to the practical situation will be made in the following sec
tions and methods for taking the var,ious c~rrlplicating factor s intb' account will 
be indicated. ' 

NOMENC.LA TURE 

Symbols 

A - Area 

e - ~missive power 

cp - Specific heat at constant pres sure 

D - Diffusion coefficient 

Fij '- Radiation coniig\lration factor from surface i 
to surface' j , 

g - ~ass transfer .of 'water :vapor 

h 'H~ight of duct 

Units' 

ftZ 

Btu 
~ 
Btu 

lb m 
hr 
it 

3 



4 MASS 'J;RANSFER BY SUBLIMATION FROM A SNOW-SURFACE 

h - Forced convection heat transfer coefficient c 

,~D - Forc,ed convection mass transfer coefficient 

hm - Sublimation heat transfer coefficient 

hr Radiation heat transfer coefficient 

H - Humidity ratio or specific humidity 

Ha - Humid~ty. ratio 'in free stream air 

Hs Humidity ratio at snow surface 

\ 

Hw - Humidity ratio of air at an arbitrary surface 

k Coefficient of thermal conductivity 

- ks '- Mean surface protrusion 

Ls -Latent heat of sublimation for snow 

Pi - Net heat tra'nsfer by radiation from 'zone i 
on the heating panel. 

qc - Forced convection heat transfer 

qIn' - Sublimation heat transfer 

Q - Power output of heating panel 

r ... Radiant energy away' from a surface 

R, - Net heat transfer by radiatio~ to zone i on 
1 the snow surface I 

T _I Temperatur.e 

T - Absolute temperature 
, 

Ta- Free stream air temperature 

T dp - Free stream air dewpoint temperature 

T s - Snow sq.rface ,temperature .' 

Tp Heating panel temperature 

- T . - Temperature of air at an arbitrary surface 
w 

u - Irradiation of a surface 

hr-ftz -F 
ft 
hr 

Btu 
hr-ftl -F 

'Btu 
hr-ftl -F 
fbw 
lba 
lbw ', 

lb a 

~ 
Iba ' 

~ 
lba 

.Btu-ft- hil ft- Z F- 1 

ft 

l220,~tu . 
m 

Btu 
hr-ftZ 

Btu 
~ 

Btu 
~ 

Btu 
--,u:-

Btu 
hr _ftz 

Btu 
hr-ftl 

Btu 
hr-ftZ 

Btu 
hr-ftz 



MASS TRANSFER BY SU'BLIMATioN FROM A SNOW-SURFACE· 

'\ V Boundary layer velocity, x direction 
x 

V Free str,eam.air velocity 

v 0 - Free' stream air velocity upon entering th~ duct 

x - Coordinate parallel to air flow 

y - Coordinate perpendicular to air flow 

a. - A bsorpti vi ty 

6 - Velocity boundary layer thickness 

6' Thermal b,?undary layer thickne's s 

6" - Humidity or: vapor boundary layer thickness 

E - Emissivity 

I-.l.. - Dynamic viscosity 

~ - Kinematic viscosity 

p Air density 

p, - Reflectivity (section I) 

(J' - Stefan- Boltzmann cons tant 

TW - Shear/stress 

T - Trans:rp.is si vi ty . 

ft 
hr 
ft 
hr 
ft 
hr 

ft 

ft 

ft 

ft 

ft 

00 - ,(subscript) - pertains to conditions· at infinity before experiment 

Dimensionless Groups 

Cl - Coefficient oiskin friction 

St Stanton ll-umber 

h .J?--- Dimensionle s s .!Ilas ~ transfer coefficient 

Le,.- Lewis number = Sm/Pr 

Pr Prandtl numbel~ 

Rex - Reynolds number 

Sm - -Schmidt number 

pc V(T -ToJ 
P w 

g/A 

pc D 
P 

Cpl-.l.. 

k 

Vx 
v 

~ 
pD 

5 

/ 

/ 
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MASS TRANSFER BY 13UBLIMA-TION FROM A SNOW-SURFACE 

1. RADIATION TO THE SNOW SURFACE 

The radiant energy emitted by' any body is transmitted to the receIvIng, 
bodies by electromagnetic waves of various wavelengths. Receiving bodies 
may absorb, reflect, or transmit the radiant energy. ,,- The fractions of in,
cident energy absorbed, reflected, and transmitted are called the absorp
tivity a, reflectivi~y p, and Jransmissivity 7"', respectively. By definition: 

a+p+T=l· (1) 

-' A blackbody is defined as one whose absorptivity is unity. 

The absorptivity of the snow surface depends on the spectrum of radiation 
incident 'upon it. Radiation 'of the shorter wavelengths penetrates into the snow 
(i. e. "the snow transmits the energy 7" *' 0), while radiation of the longer wave
lengths is almost entirely absorbed in. the first few thous'andths of an inch' of 
the surface.' Dorsey [1940] states that the absorptivity for ice is 0.966 and 
for frost 0.985 when the incident radiation is greater than 1 micron in wave
length'. Since the heating panel will always be operated at temperatures be
low 200F, the radiation below 1 micron to the snow surface is entirely neg-
ligible. ' 

T~le emissivities, ES and Ep ' (defined as the ratio of radiation, emitted 
by the sur'face and the radiation emitted by a bl~ckbody at the same temper
ature) of the snow su'rface and heating panel will be ,assum~d equal to the 
absorptivities. : It is well known that for/ small temperature differences (of 
the order of LOOF), this assumption is valid. 

The emissivity of the heating panel wa~ measilred with a radiometer (see 
Appendix A for ,a discussion of the experiment); it was determined to be O. 75. 

, The emissive P9wer of a body is proportional to the product of its emis
sivity and the fourth power of its absolute temper,a,ture according to the 
Ste'fan-Boltzmann law: 

, , I 

e ~ 4 
it = E, 0- 1:. ' (2) 

, 9 Btu ' 
where (f is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (0- = 1.713 x 10- hr-H2 _R4)' 

The net transferor'energy by radi,ation b~tween-two bodie's, however, is 
dependent upon the geometric con:(iguration of the bodies as well as the emis
sivities. The relation must be of the form: 

(3) 

o < f( E l' E 2' F 1 2}~ 1 

since the configurat~on and ,emissiv~ties .can only act to decrease the efficiency _, 
of rc;diation from the blackbody or ide~.l case. 

, \ 



- MASS -TRANSFER BY'SUBLIMATION FROM A SNOW -SURFACE 

Consider the radiant interchange between th~ directly opposed paralle-l 
plate s shown belgw_ 

The radiation configuration factor F 1Z is defined as the fraction of radiation 
emitted by Al which is intercepted by AZ- The factor for thi~s configuration. is 

. obtained· by a four -way integration of Lambert's cosine relation; Hamilton and 
Morgan [195Z] have performed this integration to obtain:, . -

'z 
F I? = 1TXy 

-1 x 
tan ---~-

~l+yl 
y tan -1 y _ x tan -1 x } ( 4) 

where x'=/~' y = % _ If the areas Al and' A Z were black surfaces, the net heat 

transfer from Al to A
Z 

would be: 

_ (5) 

To account for the non-unit ernissivities of Al and A
Z

' consider the diagram 
below: 

--------------------Al 

,r F2 
------~--------~----------_ A z 

The quantity U z is the radiant energy transfer incide-nt upon A
2

; r . is the radiant 
energy ,transfer~t=:d away from A 2 . The quantity r must be equ~fto the sum, of 
the energies emitted and reflected from the surfac~ since the amount transmitted' 
in this case is cE;rtainlynegligible: ' 

, 4 
r 2 -= P 2 u 2 + ~ 2 (J" 1:..2 • ( 6 ) 

Corn bining with e q 1 give s : 

( 6a) 

7 



8 MASS TRANSFER BY SUBLIMATION'FROM A SNOW-SURFACE 
I 

The net heat transfer by radiation from the surface A
Z 

is: 

( 7) 

Com bining eq 6a and 7, we 0 btain: 

The quantities (J~~ and r Z may be consi.dered ~o be ~otentials separated by a 

condu.ctance E Z /1- E 2 through which a current ~ pa's ses. Oppenheim [1956] 

has shown that eq 8 forIT?-s a basis for a ne-twork representation of 4eat transfer 
, by radiation between gray ( E f. 1) surfaces. For the present case of dire-ctly 
opposed parallel plates, ,the network representation is: 

crTt ____________________ ~----------------~--Al 

'. 

~ 
l-e. z. 

----------~r----------- A z 

The network may be solved for the net heat transiea:- from Al to A
Z

: 

" 

" ( 9) 

For this case, the fun<:tional relationship indicated by eq3 is given by the 
quantity in brackets on the right-hand side of eq 9. It should be noted that 
eq 3 to 9 apply onlr wh'en the a,reas Al and AZ are equal and must be rllodified 
for unequal areas Oppenheim, 1956]. -, , 

An approximate expres sion for· the net heat transf~r by radiation from the 
heating panel to the snow surface ma.y be obtained by utilizing eq 9. The width 
of the heating panel is ZO in. ,the length 7Z in., and the distance between the 
heating' panel and the snow surface 5 in. The value for FlZ,is obtained from 
expression 4 with' x ='7Z/5 andy.= ZO/5; this is F

1Z
-= 0.738. Using eq 9 with 

El = 0.;75 and E
Z

'= 0.98, we obtaln: 

( 1 0) 



MASS TRANSFER BY SUBLIMATION FROM A SNOW-SURFACE 

Equation lOis likely to predict lower heat trapsfer rates in the c,enter of 
the duct since the local configuration factor is ,larger than the average or total 
configuration factor 'calculated above. Since we are interested in predicting the 
mass transfer rate as a function' of the distance from the duct entrance, we 
must consider the variation in configuration factor down the duct length. Fut:
ther, eq 10 does not take into consideration the fact that sections along the snow 
surface have a noni sothermal source' of radiant energy as the heating panel in-
creases in temperature from the entrance of the duct. I 

To take these effects into account, the duct is divided into isothermal zones: 

1 2 3 /"- 11 12 

I 2' I 3' I ~ Ill' 1 12 , J: 1 ' 

The network for this case is shown in part below. 

5 6 7 8 p 

S 

9 

For the sake 'of simplicity all 'of the radiatioh paths (e. g., (qr /A )4_4" (qr/A)S-'71.' ~ 

etc.,) are not shown in this figure. The conductance E' Ii -E is neglected sinc,e 
s s 

th~ sno~ surface is essentiaily a bla'ckbody (E 
, ' ,J s = O. 98" Ell - E > > 1 ) . Th e 

s s 
potentials r l' ,r 2' etc. are l calculated from the relation: 

E 
-p~ 
1 - E 

I P 

1 

~
'=i!5 

+ F .. 
1J 

j=i- 5 

[

, . Ep 

T-e-
\ p 

:4 
0" T . 
-P1 

+ '1~i,+5 

j=l- 5 

F .. 
1]. 4 ] 0" T . 

-SJ. 
( 11 ) 

which is derived in/Appendix B. 
in Appendix B. I 

The configuration factor sF .. are also calculated 
1J 

/ -



10 ,MASS TRANSFER BY SUBLIMATION FROM A SNOW-SlOfRFACE 

\, Onc~ the potentials ri are known.. 1tRn.e.ne1t 1mea.1t 1braum~ifer 1ID a zone on tt:1I:n.~ 
snow surface IDay be ,caltilated frollOl.: 

i+5 

~) I 
j=i-5 

F .. 
:n.J 

(r.-GB"ti .) 
J -s:n. 

The net heat tr~nsfer 'fro1ID a zone on 1tRn.e 1mea.1tiJrng Paumell is giwen by: 

i+5 

(!r)i -- I, Fij-(ri~ "'.!.!j). 
j=i-5 

) 

II. CONVECTION AND MASS 'Jr'RA1NISFER 

(( 112) 

((1l3) 

Energy is transferred fro1ID 1t1!ne snow snrii.rface by: conwec1tion 1to a tt:1I:n.i1m llayer I 

of 'air flowing over the sUlrface~ The 1IDec1mams1ID for tt:1Inis e1l.D.ergy 1braumsfer is . 
responsible also for the In01IDentuIDom ·a1l.D.d 'tt:1I:n.e mmass 1tra1l.D.sferred 1to aumd fr<o>mm. tt:1I:n.e 
surface respectively. A nUlOl:D.i>er of exce1l1le1l.D.1t refere1l.D.ces 01l.D. 1t1hlis Sl1\lI.bjjec1t are 

- available [Rohsenow and Choi. 1961;' SdlnJLic1m1tfur:ng. II 96«»; W01l.D. .lKarmrn~ ':0.«))2.:0.]; a1l1l' 
the ITIajorderivations willi ffie excep1tion of Appe1l.D.dlix E are tta.ik:.e1l.D. fromm. tt:1I:n.ese 
sources and are considered 1to' be we1l1l 1J.or.n.<o>W1m. 

The flow of any fluid. suc1m as air or wa1ter. is cdI1s1ttmlrbed a1t solid ll:DouJumda.ries 
in such a Planner as to slow the fluid par1ticlles 1l.D.ear 1tRn.e walls <o>f ithe b<O>Umm&ries .. 
The region near the wall. where sig:n:nifica1l.D.1t s1meari1mg forces ac1t aumd llie we:o.<o>ci1ty 
is retarded, is called, followilIlg PralIld1t:o.. fue nnOOlllll!ll.<dI.ary llayer. nn "lI1bte r~gio1l.D. 

outside the bOundary layer w1mere fue s1mea.r forces are 1l.D.egligib:o.e aumdl. tt:1I:n.e we:o.oci1ty 
is not significantly retarded is call1led 1tll:n.e free s1breamm.. ..' I. 

'" , , 

H the fluid density is COlIlSta.Jm1t ower .ttll:n.e flow pa1t1telr1l.D.. tin.e flow is C01l.D.sidl.~re4 
to be ,incoIDpressible. The flow of air at low welloci1ties «prorided lliere are lIlO .. 
large te.rnperature gradients) calIl be cOlIlsidered to be fumcomm.pressibll.e. FUlrllier" 
the viscos1ty of air can be cOlIlsidered to be C01l.D.s1ta1m1t if tin.ere are ml.O :D.arge 1t<el[l[A-
perature gra~ents. (>50F ~C~oss tin.e oolllll!ll.mry llay~~). ' _ . 

The·flow IDay be either .l.a.Jnrrinar or 1tlwrbwl.elIl1t. A 1tu:n.rbu1l.elIlt flow is c1marac1ter
ized by randOIIl velocity fluctuations of 1t1bl.e fimd par1ticles. 'These fIl.uct1tulla1ti01l.D.S 
occur at high frequency and DJl.ay be 1l.arge. or smrna1l.l depelIldlfumg 01l.D. llie fIl.ow' sima-

. tion. H the gross (or J[Ilacro). flow pa~ern does no1t c1l:D.a1!Dge willi 1ti1IDe. 1t1bl.e flow 
is denoted steady. A steady turbulen1t flow is steady m lli~ nmea.1l.D.. or. eqmwa
lently; _ is one whose Dlean welocity at flD-Y Jp0ilIl1t CIlloes 1l.D.ott dlepeoo <O>1!ll. 1ti1IDe. 

Any real flow pattern is t1I::B.ree-dI.i1IDensional; howewer., a giwel!ll. fIl.ow pa1l;:1tern 
IIlay be considered to be two-dim.ensional or one-dliirne1l.D.sionaJI. if c1in.aJinges m 1t1hJ.e 
fluid velocity occur significa][ltly only in two directions or one cdlirec1tio1l.D." re
spectively. 

The air flowing into the duct and over 1t1bte snow surface is c01l.D.sidered to be . 
steady. two-dim.ensional. incoUlpressible, tu:n.rbWent flow. The nmomm.en1bmlm:n" 1meat. 
and tnass transfer takes place in the ooun.dary layer ower tthe heatiJmg paImel aumd 
the snow surface. To obtain the quantities of m1terest. 1t1bl.e heat and mrnass trans
ferred at the ~urface, in terInS of the mown. qlll!alll.tities. surface tellDpera1bl:n.re. 
air velocity, air telDperature, and. Dloisture content" one of tw"o general ap
proaches IIlay be taken. The first is to write the lIDollDenblurlm. energy. aumd JDmass 
conserVation laws for tHe boundary layer/fum difiere1l.D.tial fornm and aftltemrn.p1t to solve 

L . 
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1tlble eqmtions. The second is to require th.~t the integrated or average ,momen-
1twum:D.» energy» and ][llass be conserved over the height of the bOundary layer. ''rhe 
latter ][lletlbtod is· lklmOWlIll. as tlbte mtegral ][llethod and was first used by von Karman 
,[ :n. 91.:n. J • T.lhri.s ][lletlbtod is considerably si:Jm.:pler'than the first, but the simplifica
tion reswts m a loss of infor][llation and ][llore reliance Jm.ust be placed on ex
perUnentaJl. and aJIllaJl.ytical work 1taken frolm. ottll:n.e~ ~ources. A derivation of the 
][llo][lIll.entamnrn.» energy» and lIDass mtegral equations for the boundary layer is 
given m Appendix c. For steady» two-dllnensional. incompressible flow over 

. tin.e snow s1\ll]["face» ,the mte~ral equation.s of llllollllen~. ~nergy and mass· are: 

MOlm.entWum.: 
/ 

'\ 

C
f 

.6 I 6 - .. 
1 d j 1 d' ) .. 2 l) 

Z. = 
V dx v dy --2 dx 

v dy --x V, x V 
!II) .0 

5 D l)U 

5t, 
I . d S I d ,5 = V' dx' v dy - V dx x' 

!II) 0 
) 

Mass:, ' 
, 

5 nl 

hD= 1 d j 1'd 
-V V dx Vx dy'- V dx 

\ 
, ' ," «» . 

6 v dy 
, X 

o 
+ v dy. x 

dV 
dx 

(14) 

( 15) 

( 16) 

, I 

The diJm.en~ionless nwnbers C f " 5t, andh~ are called the coefficient of 

skin frictio~, th~ Stanton nwnber, 2and the dir.neXsionless mass-tran~fer coeffi-' 
cient. 'The quantities \ 6 and + are di:mtensionless ternperature and hUInidify I 

...:n.: -1L..' -,' - 'Un T'-T .ll.. H-H)-
lI.JULS!r:n.luiutions· "u - S ' "It" ; ,= s. 

- T -T I H-H 
a s a s 

I' 

EqUations 15 and 16 e.x1llbit a siInilarity independent 'of the momentum trap.s
. fer in the bounda:r:y layer. H the therlllal and hUID.:jdity boundary layers' coincide 
and the quantities 6 ~d + have the SaIne ydependence. it follows that: 

) h 
5t - n 

-: -V- , (17) 

',Thls -relation was llllodified by Chilton and Colburn [1934] to 'obtaina formula 
which agreed willi their' experinlents: 

h 
5t = ~ (Le)2/3 .( 18) 

~. \ 

where '~e ~wis nmnber (Le) representst?e ratio of thermal qiffusion to mass 
diffusion in: the bolJDdary layer. For air •. Le is approximately' 0.857. I so the' 
correction is: 

5t = 0 902 Ian . 'V' 1 
/ 

( 19) 

II 
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Equation 14 is analogous to eq 15 and 16 if the variation of V is sITlall and the 
term dV is negligfple. If we aSSUITle that th~ velocity and therITlal boundary 

1 dX""d h ' ayers COlnCl e, we ave: 

Cf 
= SL -2- ( 20) 

This relation is due to Reynolds [Nikuradse, 193'3] and is called the Reynolds 
analogy. This ITlust be ITlodified as was eq 17 to agree with experiITlent, __ 
(Nikuradse, 1933; Schlichting, 1960): 

, St = 
C, ' 
_f (Pr)-2/3 

2 
(21 ) 

The Prandtl nUITlber for air is approximately. 70 cind hence t~e, correction 
becoITles: 

C
f 

St = L 27 -2- ( 22) 

, Independent analyses proceeding froITl the differential equations of the 
,boundary layer [Rohsenow and Choi, 1961; Schlichting, 1960; Shapiro, 1954] 
shbw that, as a necessary consequence of the equations of energy, ITlass, and 
ITlorpentuITl transfer in the boundary layer, the therITlal, velocity, and hUITlidity -
profiles ITlust coincide when the turbulent ~Prandtl and Lewis nUITlber s are unity. 
We' would expect, then, that the corrections to the analogies 17 and 20 depend 
on these quantities and that they reduce to eq 17 and 20 when Le = Pr = 1. :This 
is indeed the case as ,eq 18 and 21 indicate, and this has been well verifie<;l by 
experiITlent. ' ~ , ' , 

.Equations 19 and 22 indicate that the diITlensionless heat and ITlass transfer' 
coefficients depend ultiITlately on the' coefficient of skin friction or shear stress 
at the surface. The shear stress is dependent on free streaITl velocity, surface 
roughne s s, and, the location of transition to turbulence in the boundary layer. 

There ar:e two types of turbulence. to be considered in this probleITl. First, 
an environITlentalfree turbulenc.e level exists in the free streaITl air caused by 
disturbances in the air'ordinarily found in the laboratory. Secondly, when non
turbule;nt air is drawn through' the duct the boundary layer at the surface will 
be laITlinar at fi~st and then turn turbulent because of instability caus'ed' by the 
wall. The turbulence generated in the boundary layer is called waH turbulence. 
The location of transition to turbulence in the boundary layer depends on the' 
free streaITl turbulence level,' surface roughness; and the air properties. Sirice, 
for this' probleITl, the length of the laITlinar zone ~t the leadirig edge of the' duct . 
is so short, the boundary layer ITlay be assuITled to be turbulent froITl ,the leading 
edge.' J \ 

The coefficient of skin friction is now dependent only on the air properties', 
air velocity, and the surface roughness of the snow. Skin friction coefficients 
foi- flat surfaces are usually taken froITl pipe flow data. von KarITlan [192.1] 
first adapted the. k I10wn seITli-ernpirical relations for fully developed pipes"to 
the flow over a semi-infinite flat plate. His ITlethod is presented in Appendix 
D. 

The air just entering the duct is assuITl.ed t~ have uniforITl v~locity a~ it , 
enters.. As stated above, shearing stresses tend to slow the air near the walls 
of the duct and forITl developing velocity profiles. 
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.' 
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---=: 

Vo -
V~ 

.~ Vx 
h 

~ .7 

C0ntinuity of flow requires that: 

5 

V oh = ~' 
o 

v' d + V(h~ 5) . 
x y 

~ 

\ 
j 

- -- J 

5 1 
I 

/' 

(23) 

As the bouJ!.dary layer-thickness, 5, increases'in th~ x direction, continu
ity requires that the free streaIT1 velocity also increase. Thus the terIT1 dV 

. . dx 
is not· zero and we would not expect the Reynolds analogy (eq 20 or 21) to hold. 
FurtherIT1ore, the relation for skin friction derived in Appendix D does qot 
necessarily hol<;l. sihce there the free streaIT1 velocity was assuIT1ed to be con-

, stant. 

In Appendix E it is shown that the effect of accelerated free streaIT1 is ' 
negligible 'for turbulent flow' in the entrance region. The shear stress ex
pression derived for flow over a flatpJate- is, there:(ore, applicable to this 
case. 

( ~4) 

This is usually referred to as the Blasius friction law for flat plates since it 
was ad~pted froIT1 the eIT1pirical friction law for pipes discovered by Blasius 
[1932]. COIT1bining with eq 18 and 21 gives: 

and ' 

'h 
St = p~ V = 0.0296 (V: )-1/5 Pr': 2/3 

. p 

= O. 0296 (Vx ) ,- 1/5 S - 2 1 3 • 
v . c . 

(25a) 

I • 

(25b) 
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MASS TRANSrER BY SUBLIMATION FROM A SNOW-SURFACE~ 

One further as sumption must be ju~~ified here. Since the power supplied 
to the heating panel is uniform, convection will cause an increasing temper
ature along the panel due to the decreasing heat transfer coefficient in the x 
direction. This will tend to heat the snow surface non-uniformly, cau~ing an 
increasing snow surface te_mperature in the x direction. This effect is accen
tuated by the increasing radiation configuration factor as well as by the de
creasing heat and mas s transfer 'coefficients in the x direction. The se factor s 
invalidate the assumption's, of constant humidity and constant temperature at 
the surface used in deriving the equation for shear stress in Appendix D. A 
method for analyzing the heat and mass transfer from a nonisothermal surface 
first usedby Rubesin [1951] and later expanded by Tribus and Klein [l953] 
is presented in Appendix F ~ Nonisothermal effects are shown there to be 
entirely neg~igible for this problem. 

Thus the relation derived in Appendix D' for the shear stress is applicable 
here-. The modified Reynolds anaiogies, eq 19 and 22, are used to calculate 
the heat an'd rna's s transfer coefficients. ' 

III. SUBLIMATION OF SNOW BY A UNIFORM HEAT SOURCE 

The nature of the problem posed thus far is so complex as to obscure som,e 
of the most interesting features of the sublimating snow surface. The radiation 
to the snow surface is dependent on the snow surfac~ temperature as well as on 
the geometric configuration, factor; this problem must be handled by a rather 
complicated numerical technique. Such a technique is presented later. In 
this section, however, _ the expressions for heat and mass transfer derived 
earlier 'will be used to analyze the problem of sublimation mass transfer from 
a fiat plate of snow irradiated (or heated by some other means) by a uniform 
energy source. The energy flux will be ind~pendent of the ~now surface Jtemper
ature; this source mig,ht 'be a high temperature radiating surface or electrically 
heated wires embedded in the snow in such a way as to provide uniform power 
per unit 6f sno;w surface area [Lam!?, I :64] . , ,'-

Flow of air over the snow will be assumed to be steady, two-dimensional, 
incompressible, and turbulent from the leading e'dge of the plate. Further, 
the air properties, density, viscosity, thermal conductivity, 'and specific heat 
will be assumed constant. Finally, the Reynolds number based on the distance 
from the leading edge of the plate is assumed 19w enough for the Blasius friction 
law and the 1/7 power profile to' hold (Rex < 10 ).. , ' . 

Once the above assumptions are made, the expressions for the heat and 
,mass transfer coefficients m.ay:be taken directly as: 

h 
c 

pc V 
,p 

~1/5 / 
= 0.0296(Vx) Pr-23 

v ' 
( 2Sa) 

. Vx -'1 /5 - 2/3 
0.0296 (-) . Sm • 

v 
(25b) / 

, 
For uniform' pow~r input to the snow surface Q, an energy balance yields: 

Q 
q 

= ~ + L £ 
A sA 

(26) 
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A sublimation mass transfer coefficient may be defihed by the following 
equation: 

and from' eq 26 it is apparent that: 

Using ,eq 26 and 27 and solving for the· snow temperature one obtain's: 

T, = 
s 

Q+h T +h Td 
,c amp 

(h +h ) 
,c m 

From eq 24 and 25" we may write: 

h 
c 

c 
p, 

h 
m 

= r
s 

(T -T.) 
s dp 

(H -H ) 
s a 

(27) 

( 29) 

( 30) 

Substituting these relations into eq 29, we have, after some rearrangements: 

- (PI':) 2/3 
H -H 

Q (T - T ) Sm L 
s a 

11 -
T -T a dp c s 

T -T = c P s dp (31 ) 
$ a (Pr ) 2/3 

H -H 
1 + ,Sm L 

s (i, 

c, s T -T 
P s dp 

From this relation the snow temperature difference may be calculated 
I • , 'Q 

for various values of the .parameters -h' , (T '-T
d 

), and the temperature 
" I cap 

level Ta. - The results are pr~sented in Appendix G. It is apparent that for 
. Q -2 \ ' 

values of 11 less than 1 0 t~e snow temperature r~mains· at the :vet bulb 

tempeJ;'atur~ of the air· and the effect of heating on the snow s'urface' tempera
t:ure is negligible. It is also clear from, these results that when the param~ter 
Q . ·2 ., . _ 
-- approaehes 10 , the snow temperature becomes hIgher ,than 32F. 
hc 

'The results may be utilized for engineering calcul~tions in the following 
way: 

.1. The 'air velocity V, air temperature Ta' air dewpoint T dp' and source 
strength Q are estimated. 

2. The'quantity~ 'is determined usin~ eq 24, and the.temperature 
c 

difference T - Td '- is calcula'ted. , a _ p 
3. The' quantity T - T is determined from the tables in App,endix G. 

, s a 

'15 



16 MASS TRANSFJ;;:R BY SUBLIMATION FROM A SNOW-SURFACE 

4. The ITlass transfer is calculated'JroITl the relation: 

..L = ph (H -H ) 
A ,D s a 

where hD is found froITleq 25 and the hUITlidity ratios Hs and H~ 

are determined froITl psychroITletric tables. 

Relatio'n 31 ITlay be used to show that, for a given set of the paraITleters 
Q, y, and T~i' th~ dewpoint ITlay ,be raised froITl a very low value to the air 
teITlperature, and the s'ubliITlation rate will at first decrease with x (distance 
froITl the leading edge), becoITle alITlost unifo~ITl,then increas,e with x. This 
is due to the decreasing ITlass transfer coefficient being offset by the in
creasing snow teITlperature. The results of this calculation are also shown 
in Apper;t~ix G.' ' 

This is of great interest for the probleITl of snow reITloval, for it deITlon
strates that. conditions in the sn,ow tunnel affect not only the rate of ITlass 
transfer but also,whet4er or not the rate is increasing or decreasing down the 
length of the tunnel. 

IV. THERMAL NETWORK 

A scheITlatic diagraITl of the energy transfer in the duct is shown below: 

Q 

,\ 

f 

q' r 
A 

The power delivered to theqheati,ng panel per unit area ,Q is unif~rITl. The 

heat transfer by radiation ~, ,the heat tra,nsfer byconve,ction . ~" apd the 

ITl~SS transfer i are functions of the distan~e froITl t~e edge of the duct. 

A particularly convenient way of forITluiating the relatively cOITlplex 
energy transfer probleITl indicated here is -'the therITlal 'network ITlethod used' 
by Poppendiek and Tribus [19,51]. The method consists 'of representing the 
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temperatures by potentials and the 'energy transfer coefficients by conductan~es. 
The constantenergy source is represented by a current source: 

T~ 

\-Q~r-----'" - - T 

hI 
C 

h 
r 

P 

II ~_J\AI'vo_--J----Jl- - T s 

The,thermal conductances are taken directly from sections I an,d II: 

h 
r, T 

h 
c 

h 
m 

O. 585 (f (T
4 

- T'4 ) 
= ----.,.-=----=p~--..... ?--

(T :- T ) 
,p s 

= pc V(O. O~76) (Vx )~1/5 
p v-

= 
L -h. 

s c 
c 

p 
C
pr) 2/3 (Hs -Ha -) 

',Sm T - T d _. 
. s p 

( 32) 

( 3'3) 

( 34) 

The network may be solved for the temperatures, Tp and T s' by elementary 
circuit analysis (App. H). The results' are: 

T 
s 

T 
P 

= 
(hmTdp + hiT) (h + h ) + h (0- + h T ) _ -ca r c r ca 

(h + hi - + 'h ) (h + h )- _hZ, 
r c m r c r 

(35) 

= 
(h . + hi + h )(Q + h T ) +h (h T + hiT ) 

r c m ' car m dp _ c a _ 

(h + hi + h ) (h + h ) _h 2 
r c, In r, c r 

. (36) 

Since th,e thermal conductances hx and h m are themselves functions of the 
unknown temperatures' Tp and T s' the system must besolyed by iteration. The 
iteration scheme is to set the temperature s T p and T s equal to the air, tempera
tureTa , cal~ulate the conductances hc' hr anp h~, then solve eq 35 and 36 for 
new temperatures using these to calculate 'new conductances and continue the 
process u_ntil the temperatures converge. The convergence 'is found to improve 
considerably by-averaging, the temperatures obtain_ed in each iteration. 

There is a small loss of/ energy by cbnductis>n from the snow and heating 
panel surfaces through the dll;ct wall. This is -accounted for by adding the, 
·thermal conductance by conduction to the convection conductances hi and h - c c· 

17 



18 MASS TRANSFER ,BY SUBUMATIO~ FROM A SNOW..:.SURFACE, 

As explained earlier~ eq 32 is likely to predict lower heat transfer rates 
to the ~now surface since it does not take into account the variation in con
figuration factor and the nonisothermal character of the radia,tion to the snow 
surface. To take these effects into account, the duct is divided into 12 zones 
along its length (6 in. long, 20 in. wide). The tempe_r'ature of each zone is 
assurped uniform., The initial values for the' zone temperatures are found by 
the above thermal network which is applied at successive distances x from 
the entrance.' The radiation to each 'zone on the snow surface Ri is then given 
by, eq 12 and the radic;Ltion from each zone on the heating panel Pi is given by 
eq 13. An energy balance at the heating panel surface gives: 

,Q - P. + h' 
T 

p 
1 C 
hi 

C 

T a , (36) 

Similarly a~ energy balance at the snow surface yields: 

T 
s 

R. + h T + h 
1 cam 

h -+ h 
c m 

(36a) 

Equation 36a must itself be solve'd by iteratio'n since h m is a function of the 
snow temperature Ts' The values of Tp and T s calculated from eq 36, and 36a 
can then be used in eq 12 and 13 to calculate new' values for th~ radiation heat 
transfer to arid from the zones on the snow and heating panel surfaces. Again, 
the convergence is improved co~siderably by averaging the temperatures / ob
tained in each iteration. 

Equations 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36 se~ve to relate the independent variables 
T a , T-dp' V, and Q to the dependent variables Tp and T sand ultimatef'y to the 

mass tran~fer ~.::. In general, the independ~nt variables-are uncertain. In 
view of the' facAhat there are four independent variables, the variance of the 
sublimation fate will neces sarily be greater than the v:ariance of anyone of 
the independent variables. Further, the effect of a small variation in one of 
the independentvariables is likely to produce a larger variation in a mass , 
transfer rate. The net effect is that the mass transfer' rate is quite likely to 
be more uncertain than all of the independent variables. 

Tribus and ,Roe [1964] present a method fqr handling this problem. \ 
T4ey have shown that the va)riance of a system response is related to 
the variance of the parameters by the following: " , 

[ 
fif J2 

~ ~ , 
1 1 x. = x. 

2 
(J" (f) = 

1 1 

2 
'(J" (x.) 

1 
(37) 

where the sys,tem response is f and th,ex's represent the paramet,ers. This 
equation is valid provided that the deviation around the expected value of the 
parameters is approxfmately, symmetrical, and that second order derivatives 
of the response with respect to the parameters are negligible. For the purpose 
of this analysis, we will as,sume the simplifications are valid~ 
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'Letting the response function be represented by the rriass transfer rate, 
and the parameters by the independent variables, we ,may write: 

2 r 6 (i) J 2 
'(J"2(V) +[ 8(~-) J: ' 2 

(~ ) .hv- v=v 
A (J" = liT T 

(T (T a) 
A = a a a 

[&(K) r f S(l) ] 2 

( 38) 

+ 'li~ T = T 
2 + (J"2(Q) (J" (T dp) ocr- Q=Q dp dp dp 

A digital computer was use,d to solve the thermal Ifetwork by the iteration 
method presented above'. ' The variables T a , Tdp' V and Q were varied 
systematically to determine the variation in mass transfer rate due to small 
fluctuations in the variables. The derivatives in eq 38 were estim~ted graph
ically and the variance of the mass tra~sfer rate calculated. The computer 
program an~ the results. obtained from the program are presented in' Appendix' 
H. ' 

The results for two different sets of values for the independent variables" 
,Ta , Td ' V" Q are presented in Figures 2, 3, and 4. The dashed line cor- . ' 
responds to the approximate solution for snow temperature and mass transfer 
obtained by assuming the radiation to be ispthermal (eq 32). The solid line, 
represent's the solution obtained by the second method~described above ,which 

,accounts for the nonisothermal radiation. The' error bars 'on the solid line 
in Figures 3 and 4 represent the standard deviation (T(g/ A» calculated from 
eq 38. The standard deviation for the high temperature run ( T a = 21. SF" 
Fig. 4) is larger because the uncertainty in the dewpoint temperature affects 
the mass trans;fe'r rate to a greater de~ree. 
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v. EXPERIMENTAL PROCE-DURE 

The experimental apparatus consisted of a rectangular duct constructed 
of plywood and Plexiglas having a heig,ht of 5 in., width 20 in.", and length 
96 in. (Fig. 5). A strip of Teledeltos electrical resistance paper was 
stretched over the roof of the duct to provide a uniform heat source. The 
floor of the duct was covered with a thin layer of ~now. Air was drawn 
through the duct by a fan" at a velocity of 8. 5 ft/ sec. T~e entire apparatus 
was placed in a cold room and the temperature was kept below 32F to pre-
vent melting of the snow. " 
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Figure 5. Diagram of the experimental apparatus. 
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MASS TRANSFER BY SUBLIMATioN FROM A SNOW-SURFACE 
-

Thermocouples were located I /4 in. bel~w the snow ~urface to measure 
the surface temperature. The' resistance to heat tr'ansfer, . by conduction 
through the wall of the duct,' from the thermocouples to the air (~ 7'. :2F -hr
ftz.j Btu) is quite largecomparedzto the resistance from the snow s~rface to 
the thermocouples (~. 02F-hr-ft /Btu). Helice the thermocouples may be 
conside!ed to measure the snow surface. This was checked experimentally 
by watching for a temperature increase as, the snow surface sublimed toward 
the buried thermocouples;, there was, no indicati<?n of an increase. 

The sampling ~tations shown in Figure 5 were Teflon strips held down 
by Plexiglas strips. They were 6 in. long placed 3 in. on each side of the 
center of the duct. Samples' of the sn0v.:' at these stations were taken period
ically and the time between samplings was recorded. The sampling tool used 
was a thin-walled aluminum tube (0. 434 in. diam). The tube .was forced 
through the snow at the sa.mpling stations untIl it touched the Teflon strips. 
The snow in the tube was c;ompressed with a rod to increase its adhesion to 
the inside walls 6f the tube. The sample was then extracted, sealed in a 
weighing boUle, and weighed on an analytical balance. The difference in, 
weight of·two samples taken at the same station was divided by the cross
sectional area of the, tube and the elapsed 'time between samplings to obtain 
the sublimation rate. ' 

The fre.e stream v~locity in the duct was measured by a Pitot tube con-
nected to a micromanometer, and this measurement was checked .by a hot 
wire anemometer. The velocity was found to be 'unstea'dy. The fluctuations 
were approxiITlately 5% of the mean velocity in the free stream. 

The wet bulb temperature in the cold room was measured by ali As smann 
psychrometer. The free stream air temperature and dewpoint in the duct 
were as sumed to be the same as the temperature and dewpoint in the room~ 

The heating .panel was energized by a Variac coupled to a transformer. 
The energy dissipated in the ~esistance paper was found by t,aking the product 
of the RMS voltage drop across the paper and the curre~t drawn by' the pap~r. 

-. - ( 

The experi:z:nental procedure was to set the room temperature, the voltage, 
across ~he heating panel, and the air velocity. Time was then allowed for the . 
system to corne to steady state 'temperature. This was usually about 2 to 3 
hours. The snow was.smoothed by running, a metal bar over th,e Pl~xiglas 
rails. Initial weights of the snow at the six weighing 1:)tations were then taken. 

The experiment was run for about 1 to 2 days to allow a significant mass 
transfer from the surface to take place. T:qe snow sur~ace temperature was. 
me'asl,lred continuously during these runs with 'a 16-channel millivolt' recorder. 
The snow temperature was found to fluctuate no more than O. 1 to O. 2F during 
the runs, while the 'air temperature'fluctuate<;l about 1 to 2F.' The air tem
perature and 'snow ~emperature were raisec:I aJ:>out 4 to 8F during the defr_ost 
cycle of the room, but the effect of the deIrost ~ycle was cons~dered to be 
negligible since the system underwent a significant temperature rise only 3% 
of the total time. The dewpoint and velocity were checked peripdically through
out th~ run.' 

After the system had been run for 1 to 2 days,. the elapsed time for the 
run was' recorded and the final snow samples were taken. The initial samples 
wer,e taken at the edges of the sampling stations (3 in. off the center line of 
the duct, Fig . .5) and the final samples were taken at the center line. This 
was done to avoid the "wake" caused, by holes left in the snow after the initial 
samples were taken, which would have affected the final samples taken at 
downstream stations. A,ctually this effect was quite pronounced and it was. 

'r 
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possible to see a trough left behind the original samples' for about'6 in. down
stream. The holes appar7ntly induced a vortex in the- boundary layer approx-' 
imately the width of the hole ("'045 in.), producing a greater ~ass transfer 
ra,te in the wake. 

'Fl?-e accuracy'of the mass transfer measurements depends on the ability 
to make a uniform .snow thickness ana qensity at a given sampling st<;i.tion. It 
was found that, when the snow was carefully sifted into a sampling station, 
samples taken over the station would have the sarrie weight to within 7%. Since 
the mass transfer measurements were based on the difference between the 
initial and final weight's after approximately 2/3 of the sno~ at the sta,tions had, 
been sublimed, the error in themass transfer measurements was expected to 
be about 100/0. This is apparent in -the sprE(ad of the data indicated in Figures 
3 and'4. 

VI. RESULT.S AND DISCUSSION 

The ana~ytical and experimental results shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4 in
dicate that mass transfer rates can be p:te,dicted .'in the duct model with un~, 
certainties of from 13 ·to 20%. 'The present experiment does ,not allow tl),e 
determination of 'mas s transfer rates to any greater degree of accuracy since 
the uncertainties have their origin in the inability to control as well aEi measure 
the independent variables T a , Tdp' V, and Q. The an~lysis, however, is, ade-. 
quate for the prediction of mass transfer rates in snow tunnels. A suitable 
safety factor may be incorporated in the design of a snow removal system to 

: allow for the uncertaintie s in the mas s transfer rate. "-

The contribution of this investigation has been threefold. First, 'the re
lcitive importance of the various factors which a'ffect the mass transfer rate 
has been determined. Secondly, an analysis has been developed to predict 
tl?-e mas s transfer rate when the independent parameter s T a' T d ,V, and Q are 
known. Thirdly, the analysis has been verified by experiment}l data to within 
the accuracy of the independent variable s in the experiment. 

It has been shown that a non-uniform surface temperature of up to 20F on 
the heating panelha's a negligible effect on the mass transfer rate~ The non
isothermal snow surface does not significantly alter the ma1;l's transfer coeffi
cient and the mas's transfer rate. The accelerated flow in the entrance regio!l 
does not significantly affect the mass transfer rate and hence the forced con
vection heat'and mass transfer can' be considered to be 'of the "flat plate" type 
(zero pressure gradient, and zero acceleration in the free stream). 

The roughness 6f the snow surface in the present investigation (ks ",0.02 
in. ) is less than that which might be en.countered in practice. But the influence· 
of, roughn~~s on the mass, tra~sfer is determined by the paramete~ ks/x, ,where, 
x 1.S the dIstance from the entrance; hence surface protrusions <;>f up to 0.2 in. 
may be allowed in the' snow tunnels without arty significant effect' on the mass 
transfer 'rate. ' 

, . 
The factors which are seen to influence the mas s transfer a're, in their 

order of importance:. the air· velocity V, the air temperature T a , the air 
. ~ewpoint temperature T dp' and the streng~h of the power source Q. , This order 

IS changed somewhat·for extreme conditions. For instance, at higher,air tem
peratures (Ta ",20F), the mass transfer rate is not affected so much by velo'city 
as, it is by dewpoint temperature. ,In general, the calculations become sensitive 
to th~ dewpoint temperature when the snow s'urface temperature is held only a 
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little above the air temperature. This, of cour~e, is necessary at the higher, 
air temperatures to avoid excessive deforp:1ation or melting of the snow. 

Seve~ral important conclusions may be reached with regard to the des'ign 
of undersnow camps where the attempt is made to control closure by mass 
transfer from the walls. It is assumed that a uniform, predictable ,mass 
transfer r~te from every snow wall in the network of tunne~s is desired. 

First, changes in/cross-sectional area in the free space of snow,tunnels 
should ~e minimized. Clearly the design of Camp Century (Fig. 1) is i,nade
quate' in this respect. There are large spaces between the buildingswhere 

'the air velocity, and hence the mass transfer rq..te, ,would 'be significantly re
tarded. There is ~p. abrupt change in cross-sectional area at the entrance ~o 
the tunnel, making the flow velocity highly non-uniform. Thus large varia
tions would appear in the rhass transfer rate near the ~ntrance. 

Secondly, the air temperature and dewpoint must be ~carefully controlled 
since ~ass transfer rates are highly dependent onthese fac~ors. Extraneous 
sources of energy such as heat given off by buildings~ combustion engines, etc., 
would have to be minimized by adequate insul~tion. Sources of water vapor 
would have to be eliminated or minimized. The ventilation of the entire tunnel 

, networ~ would have to be regulateq. a's'regards temperature and humidity. The 
design air temperature will have to be decided on the basis of other considera-' 
tions as well as the desired mas s transfer rate (e. g., the temperature must ' 
not be so high as to cause exces sively high deformation 01 the snow wall) but~ 
assuming the design temperature to be approximately 10F, the'ventilation sys-
tem must be capable of heating as well as cooling the air. ' 

On the basis of this investigation and the work of Lamb [1964], the best 
method for introducing power into the snow surface seems'to be ir-radiation of 
the snow surfac,e. This conclusion is based on the assumption that the objective 
is to achieve a uniform, predictable ,sublimation rate in the tunnel. While Lamb 
showed that the efficiency of the/method of direct 'energy input into the snow sur-:
face (by heated wires) was greater than for irradiation of the snow surface, it 
is clear from this investigation that the' air temperature and dewpoint tempera
ture must be accurately controlled and the 'cost of such an extensive ventilation 
system'would,far outweigh the. cost o~ a loss in efficiency by using the radiation 
method. The importance of having a uniform,- predictable mass transfe'r rate 
will'have to be weighed against its excessive cost in the'initial stages of the d~-
sign of future undersnor camps., . , 

The analysis presented 4ere is felt to be generally applicable for predict
ing mass transfer rates from snow surfaces. Exces'sive conduction through 
the snow surface may be taken into account by simply in<;:luding another c9n
'ductance i1). the thermal network analysis-. Change s in the mas s transfer rate. 
due to alterations in the flow (e.g. ,excessive pressure gradients, laminar 
flow instead of turbulent flow, etc.) may be accounted for by altering the con;.. 
vection con.ductances in the network. High temperatureradi~tion into the snow 
surfa'ce may be handled by a !suitable 'alteration [Poppendiek and Tribus (1961)]. 
In general the network analysis method for predicting the combined energy , 
transfer by radiation, forced convection, .and sublimation mass transfer from 
a snpw surface is seen to be 'flexible and adequate for the prediction of'mass 
transfer rates. 

, The experimental data a!e able to 'verify the analysis only to,within un
c~rtainties of 10 tq 20%. However; since the uncertainties in temperature and -
dewpoipt encountered in practice will neces'sarily be greater than in the con
trolled experiment and safety factors of at least this 'order must beihtroduced 
in the de~ign of a mass ,transfer system,the experimental-verific'ation is felt 
to be adequ,a te. ' 

J 
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APPENDIX A.- DETERMINATION OF THE 
EMISSIVITY OF THE RESISTANCE PAPER. 

,A radiometer, was used to measure the emis'sivity of the Teledelt'os re
si stance paper used in the experiment. The radiometer consisted of an alu-

-·minum cone with a shielded and an active thermistor at the vertex of the' cone. 
The active th'ermistor was raised in temperature a small amount by the radiant 
energy impinging pn it from a laboratory blackbody (a Leslie cube). The cir
cuitry of the radiometer r:nea'sured the ,temperature difference between the ,two 

. thermistors and displayed a meter deflection which was linear in the tempera-\. 
ture difference. For small temperature differences, the incoming ra·diant en
ergy was as sumed proportional to the temperature differential. 

One side of the Leslie cube was a blackened small angle wedge which was 
considered to be a blackbody. The Teledeltos paper was stretched tightly on 
one of'the other sides. The cube was filled-witQ, water to regulate. the tempera

I ture. 

The procedure of the experiment was to, take two cubes filled with water 
at different temper<;l.tures. The meter deflections of the radiometer were 
observed for Tel~deltos paper and the blackbody for the two'cubes. The rhe~s
urements were taken quickly to minimize the/ pos sibility of the temperature of 
either the shielded thermi~tor or the' cubes changing 'during the' ~xperiment. 
The differences in the meter deflec.tions ~MD for the two cubes were re'co'rded 
and the emissivi~y calculated from the following relationships,:' 'I 

Blackbody: 

AMD ex: 

Teledeltos: 

AMD ex:: 

A(:! ) 
net 

A(:!), . 
net 

= E" 

= 

= 

4 
CT(T

H 

These relationships hold provided the temperature of the, shielded thermistor 
and the temperatures of the cubes do'not change during th~ measurements. It 
was poss.ible to check these assumptions by noting the meter deflection of a 
constant temperature body before and after th,eexperiment and measuring the 
temperature of the cubes before and after the experiment: It was found that the 
temperatures did not change significantly. ' 

27 

, It is necessary also to estimate the temperature drop across the Teledeltos 
\ paper to insure that it was the same temperature as the blackbody. Assuming 

h t th th 1 d o 0 f 0 0'7 Btu/hr -ft 0 / t a ~ ~rma' con UCbVIty 0 paper IS. ~ _ F ,and allowlng for 1 2 

paper thickness (= . 004 in. ) air space between the cube and'the paper, the re-
0' 0 hr - ftZ - F . 

sIstance to energy transfer IS .017 Btu . The energy transfer coeffi-
'0 Btu 

cient'for free convection is approxImately 1. Q hr-ft2 -F' so the temperature 

drop aqros s the paper is only 1. 7% of the total and hence may be neglected. 
The emissivity of the Teledeltos paper was measured to be O. 75\ ± . b5. ' 

\ 

I ' 

I' 
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APPENDIX B~ NONISOTHERMAL RADIA TION 
CONFIGURATION FACTORS 

In order to estimate the effect of nonisothermal radiation on the snow 
surface, the duct is divided int~ isothermal sections as s~lown below: 

1 2 3 4 

~~ iL-----J.-1 ~' 1 1---:-:------11 : 
l' 2' 3' 4' 

® , , 
12' 

The sections 1 'to 12 represent 11 2-ft divisions along the length of the heating 
panel (see diagram of'experime~tal apparatus, Fig. 5). Since the experi
mental points were taken fr9m about 20 to 60 in. downstream from the duct 
opening, we are .interested particularly in this region. 

In order to solve this problem, it is necessary to compute the fraction 
of radiation emitted by a section on the panel which is intercepted by a sec
tion <;>n the snow surface. We can, see by inspection of the diagram above· 
that it is only necessary to calculate 12 configuration factors, FIl" 'Fi2" 
FI3 " , •• F 1 12" since all others are determined from these ,by symmetry. 
The configuration factor FIl' can be computed from eq 4. With x = 6/5, 
y = 20/5 eq 4 yields: FIl' = 0.39. The other configuration factors may be' 
computed by the use of· configuration factor algebra; the rules of configuration 
factor algebra are given below. 

where Fl2 2 = F(l2) (1'2') or the fraction of radiation emitted by the zones 
1 and 2 which is intercepted by the zones I' and 2'. These rules apply only 
to zones with equal areas. The rules for zones of unequal areas are given 
in Hamilton and Morgan, 1952. Using 'the above rule, and the symmetry 
of the diagram above, the configuration factors ar·e: 

F12' = F 12 2. - FIl' 

Fl3 1 ='3/2FI232 - Fl22 - F l2 , 

The' configuration factors of order higher than FI6' will be neglected (i. e., 
the radiation from zones more than 3 it upstream or downstream in the duct 
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will be neglected). The configuration factors F122,F1232, etc. may be cal
culated frpm --eq 4; they are: 

2F122 = 2F(12/5,4) = l.093 

3F
123

'2 = 3F(18/5,4) = l.85l 

4F 12342 = 4F(24/ 5, 4) = 2.622 

5F 123452 = 5F(J~/5, 4) = 3.398 

6F 1234562 = 6F(36/5,4) '= 4.176 

( 

These values are then used to obtain the final c:onfiguration,factors: 

F II' = 0.39 

, F.I2 , = 0.1566 
. -1 

F 13' = 0.2714 x 10 
-2 

,F 14' = 0.6847 x 10 
, -2 -

F 15' = 0.2410 x 10 
-2 

F 16' = 0.1045 x 10 

Since the configuration factors are now known, it is possible· to solve the 
network for the problem which is shown in part in section I:. Consider the, ith 
node of the radiation network shown bet-ow. 

--~--~~~--~----~----~----~1'-'----~--~~--~~--~----~-----® 
i'+l i'+2 

The paths i to i' + 3, etc. are not shpwn above and the paths i to i' + 6 and 
above were found to transfer a negligible amount of energy. The above network 
is equivalent to the network shown below. 

(fT4 . 
- sl-5 

F .. , 4' 
11 -

(fT 4 ., 4 
- 81 -

4 - I 

(fT ., 3 
- Sl -

---___. -.- - ri 

(fT4 . 'tS 
- Sl 

II!----! ---.lI_, ' ---L.I----1-I _____ ~ 
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This network may be simplified to: 

~I-=----------------------------------------------' ----ri 
I/R = 

+~i+5 

j=i-5 

F .. O" T4. ] 
1J -sJ 

L· ~i+5 

I-t + L Fij 
P .. 5 . J=l- . 

The node potentia~ ri is given by the product of the current I and the-resist
ance R which is: 

r. 
1 

1 
= ~--------~~~-_fi+5 e 
~+ 
I-e 

p j=i-5 

F ... 
1J 

[::E
p 

This will be recognized a's eq 11. 

4 
0" T . + 

-PI ~
'=i+5 . 4] 

F .. 0" T . 
IJ. -SJ 

j=i-5 

\-

/ 
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APPENDIX C. DERIVATION OF THE INTEGRAL 
" 'EQUATIONS FOR THE BOUNDARY LAYER 

Consider the heat, mass and momentum transport acros's the bounq.ary 
layer over a flat plate shown below: 

Assume that the air flow over the plate ~s' steady, two-dimensional, and 
incompressible; also that the flow in the boundary layer is turbulent from 
th\e leading edge of the plate (x=O, y=O),. The surface of the plfite is heated 
and saturated1with water vapor so that ~eat and mass transfer occurs from 
the plate to the free stream air. The surface temperature of ' the plate is 
assumed to' be constant. The free stream air temper?iture and dewpoint 
temperature are assumed constant, but the free stream air velocity is 
increasing in the x direction. The boundary layer thickness. 6 indicated 
above is dedined 'as 'the distance from the plate wlier~ the velocity has 
been retarded by 1 % of the free, stream. 

v :iI!: o. 99V at y = 6 x ' 
(CI) 

The boundary layer thickness increases in the x direction because the air 
particles near the plate are continually h~ing retarded as they proceed' 
d~vvnstream. This process may be visualized as a transport of momentum 

'from the free stream. to the flat plate. I " ,." 

Heat transfer and mass transfer occur from the plate to the free 
stream in a manner analogous to the~.ra:nsfer of momentum from the free 
stream to the plate. A thermal gradient is established at the sur-face of 
the plate and 'extends farther out from the plate a,t Increasing distances 
frorn the edge of .the plate. A humidity (moisture .content of the air) gra
dient is established in an analogous manner. Therma,l and humidity 
boundary.layer thicknesses may be defined in the same m,anner' as w~s the 
velocity boundary layer thickness. 

T-T 
e = 

s 
0.99 at y ~ 6' = T -T 

a s 

(C2) 
H-H 

<P 
s 

= 0.99 6" = at y = H -H 
a s 
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where T a , T s ,Ha , and Hs are the air tempera'ture, snow surface- tempera
ture, air humidity ratio (mass of water vapor per unit mass of air), land snow 
surface humidity ratio respectiv~ly. 

Figure Cl describes the fl0w in the boundary -layer in a particularly con
venient way. A differe:q.tial control volume is drawn over the height of the 
bounda~y layer. The mass flow of ai+, crossing the boundaries of the c'ontrol 
volume is shown in Figure CIa; the forces on the control surface and the mo
mentum crossing the boundaries, of the control volume are shown in Figure CI b. 
Figure Clc and d show the energy- crossing the control surface and the water 
vapor flux at the control surface, respectively. T1).e quantities ia and Ha de
note the enthalpy and humidity ratio of the air respectively. rhemomentum 
equation requires that the net force on the control surface in the x direction 
balance'the net efflux of momentum from the control volume. The energy and 
mass conservation laws require that the net heat a'nd. mass transfer into the 
control volume balance the net efflu~ of enthalpy-, and mas s from the control 
volume respectively. These three requirements may be ,written: 

Momeritum: 

6 dp 
dx 

E~ergy: 

d = q 
dx 

Mass: 

d 
g = dx 

6' 

"j 
0 

6'-' 

j 
0 

'T 
W 

pv i dy 
x 

r 

6 

S 
o 

-i 
a 

pv H dy -H x a 

6' 
d S dx 

0 

6" , 
d 5 dx 

0 

6 

.S 
o 

pv dy 
x 

pVx dy< . 

p v . dy 
x 

) 

( C3) 

(C4) 

(C5) 

1£ the specific heat of the air is constant over the temperature range consid~ 
ered, the enthalpy may be replaced by: 

i-i ,= c (T-T') 
a p a 

(C6) 

\ -

The flow in the free stream is not affected by shearing stresses and 'hence -may 
be c0nsidered to be ideal or potential flo-w:. The pressur-e gradient may then 
be expres sed in terms of the free stre~m velocity_with Euler's equation: 

dp = 
dx 

__ pV dV 
dx 

./ 

'(C7) 
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Fig~re Cl. Steady, two-dimensional, inco.mpressible, turbulep.t flow in a boundary layer over a flc;t surface. 
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Assume that 'the fluid 'properties (c ,v) are constant. Inserting eq C6 and C7 
into eq C4 andC3 respectively, ang making 'use of the above assumptions, !there 
is obtained after some t;earrangement, 

Momentum: 

TW
Z pV 

Energy: 

= 

= 1 d 
'1 dx 

q 

I 

o 
\ 'v dy J ·x 

o 

= St 
P c V( T ,-T ) P s a 

Mass: 

hD 
~ 

_ 1 
= -y V pV(H- -H ) 

s a 

d 

1 d 
- '12 dx 

1 d 
V dx 

0" 

S dx v 
x 

0 

j 
o 

0' 

J v 
X 

0 

dy 

v 2 dy 
x 

1 
dy -

.\ '. V 

0" 
1 d 
V dx 

o dV 
+'1 dX' 

0" 
1 S dx 

o -

, . 

5 <t> v 
~ 

0 

\ 

! • 

(C8) 
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APPENDIX D. DERIVATION OF FORMULAS FOR SHEAR 
STRESS AND BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS: 

IAD~PTATION OF PIPE DATA TO FLOW 
OVER A FLAT PLATE 

Schlichting [1960] presents an excellent reyiew of the results of numerous' 
investigators concerning tqe relation' between skin friction and.Reynolds num
ber for fully developed turbulent flow through pipes~ I~ gener'al, the skin fric - . 

tion C
f 

is depend~nt on the· pipe ReynOlds number p Vd, and the "Surface rough-
k . ,~.' 

·ness paraITleter.; ,. where ks is thediITlension of the ITlean surface protrusion 
k 

and 4 is the pipe "ciiaITleter. For SITlooth pipes (; «1), the data can.be corre-
lated by the well known Blasius forITlula: 

C
f 

- -1/4 
--z =., (0.0396) (p :d (Dl) 

for 'pipe Reynolds nUITlbers less than 10
5

. This relation ITlust be replaced by 
a logarithITlic 'law for higher Reynolds nUITlbers. Surface ro'ughness tends to 
increase the skin friction and reduce the dependence on Reynotds nUITlber. For 
'a "coITlpletely rough"'pipe, the skin friction is dependent only on the relativ~ 
roughness and not on' the Reynolds nUITlher; 

Prandtl first showed that the Blasius skin 'friction law requires that the ve-
locity distribution in the ~ip'e follow all 7 power law: .: 

(vx ) = (L)1/7 
V r 

(D2) 
ITlax 

.j 

Tl).is distribution agrees with exp~riITlents quite well up .to Reynolds nwnber"S 
of 10 5, which is the liITlit for the Blasius forITlula [pchlichting, 1960 ] .. 

vqn KarITlan first used the following ITlethod for adapting these results to' 
flow over a flat plate. The adaptation can be ITlade because of the siITlilarity 
exhibited by velocity pr9files in pipes of d,ifferent diaITleters. Relation D2 re
tains its validity regardles s of the pipe diaITleter. His ITlethbd is presented ~n 
outline forITl he,re; the 'reader; ITlay also consult von KarITlan (1921). 

For steady; two-dimensional, incoITlpressible flow over a sD;1ooth flat plate 
(~ig. C 1 L a ITlomentum valance yie-Ids: 

-6 .. 6 
-T 

W = d J 2 d j dy. ' 
dx 

v dy ~ V- v 
p x . dx :x; 

·0' 0 

(D3) 

Bycause of the ~iITlilarity exhibited by eq D2 for pipes of different diameters', 
we exp.ect relahon D2.to hold f<;:>r a flat plate, with the boundary layer thickness' 
replaclng t~e tube rc:dll~s and the free stream velocity replacing the maximum 
or. ~enter hne veloclty In. the pipe: ) 

v 
x 

V ( D4) 
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d b b d h b 1 ./ (p V 0 ') provided the Reynol s num er ase on t e oundary ayer thickn.es s 

does_ not exceed lOS. The formula for skin friction may be adapted in thel-1same 
manner: 

C f _ VO ,-1/4 
-2--'- 0.0233 (-p -) 

, 1-1 
(DS) 

These relations are inserted into eq D3 to obtain a differential ~quation for 
the boundary layer thickness: ' 

VB -1/4 
= 0.0233 (-) 

v 

This equation may be readily integrated to obtain: 
/ -1/ S 

B (x) .= O. 382 x ( V x ) . 
v 

Inserting this relation into eq DS results in: 

C
f 

~l/S 
_ =.0.0296{Vx) 

2 v 

This is valid for length Reynolds numbers {Vx not exceeding 10
6

.' 
v 

(D6) 

(D7) 

(D8) 

When von Karman originally 'derived eq DS, he assumed a different 
numerical value for the ratio of mean pipe velocity to maximum pipe 

velocity (V V - =' 0.'8,4) than that ~ictated by the 1/7 velocity distribution 
- max' , 

(V V = 0.816). Thijs was based on the somewhat limited experimental data 
ma;x / 

available at the time and the effects of pipe roughnes s were not well under
stood. The experiments of Ni,kurads e [193.3], however, have indicated'that 
the 1/7 velocity distribution is valid for moderate Reynolds number s in smooth 

pipes and thus the value of V· V equal to ~. '816 shoul~ be used in the adapta-
• max 

I 
tion. When thisv:alue is used to derive eq DS, th.e·numerical fc;tctor 0.0233 is 
obtained. von Karman obtained th~ value O. 022S. 

Since the 1/7 distribution is used in obtaining eq D6, there seems to be 
theoretical as 'well as experimental justification for favoring the numerical 
constant 0.0233 over O. 022S. ,When the value 0.0233 is used to derive eq'D8, 
the results show 3% better agreement with the available experimental data 
for flow over a flat plate (Rohsenow and Choi, 1961; Schlichting, 1960). This 
point has not been recognized in the' literature (ibid) and eq D8 'is obtained by 
arbitrarily adjusting the inco~rect numerical factor obtainedby von Karman 
to 0.0233 to agree with experiment. The preceding argument has shown that 
when the pipe formulas are correctly adapted for flat plate flow, excellent 
agreement with experiment is obtained without any necessity to adjust ,the 
numerical factor s., ' ' 

\ 



APPENDIX E. BNTRANCE EFFECTS 
,- 5 

It was shown in Appendix D .that for Reynolds numbers less than lO 
similar velocity prc;files are expibited by fully developed flow in smooth 
pipes of different diameters; It was for this reason that the equation for pipe 
flow could be readily adapted to flow over _a flat plate. 

" , 

Flow in a~ ~ntrance ,region between parallel plates may b~ regarded as 
flat plate flow with the added' effect of accelerated free stream velocity. An 
estimate of the 'increa~~ in free strea~ velocity may be obtained by'imposing 
the condition of continuitY' f?r the' control volume shpwn below:' 

h 

V h = S d o . Vx y. (El) 

o 

Section 2 downstream is the section where fully aeveloped flow per sists in . 
the channel; the velocity distribution follows the 1/7 power 'law here and we 
may write:, 

h 

V h = V \ (-hY) 1/7 dy . ' 
o max J (E2), 

o \ 

--------, '[--,---, '-, -, -
h - - :' I------~. 

-------- -----' -, ' 

CD 
\ . 

control volume 

The integration may be carried out to obtain: 

V 
max 

·V 
8 = '7 = l. 143 (E3) 

o 

Hence the free stream velocity is accelerated 14.3% in the entrance region. 

Since the free stream acc~leration is small, we expect the 1/7' velocity 
distribution to hold ~or the entrance region. Adapted from pipe flow this 
becomes: 

v 
x 

V 
Y 1/7 

= (1» (E4) 

37 
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The lllDl.OlllDl.elDl1tummn. equatiOlIll. for entrance flow (~ig. Ell.» is: 

6 

r ~~ J "'~ dy.,. (E5) 

aD 

.,y2(h-8J ~ 1 
I h 

ph--i 

. Figure El. Entrance flow. 

, , 

In the free strea:Jl1rD. t1I:n.e flow is frictioruess and mrnay be regarded as .p0tenti~lL 
flow for which Euler n s equation holLds: 

(E6) 

Inserting expressions E4 and E6 mto eq E5 reswts m: . 

(E1) 

The continuity equation fo~ ent:ra.n~e :qow mrnay be written: 

6 , 

h V 0 = r v x dy :t ... (h- 6) V. (ES) 
aD ' 

I 

When the velo~ity profile is inserted and the integration carried ouf we have: 

V o 
V = 1-( 51Sb) (E9) 

Inserting eq E9 roto eq E1 .and carrying out the differentiation .we obtain: 

1 1 or 8la d6 18 6 d6 l\ d6 W 
(EIO) '--2- = 6' dx -

(h :) dx - '} dx pV I (h-S ) 
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T1lne ]3]asi1lll.s exPression for fric1t;ion is adla.pted for 'e1llL1traL1llLce floW" m 1tlhte Sa1llID.e 

IDa.mmner as for fll.a.t pll.a.1te iDloW": 

(Ell) 

After consideralhle
l 
reaLrraurngemment. ~e fo1lJl.o'Wilmg eqtlll!attion"for oollll1llLmrw]awer 

11:Hnidlomess is obttafumed: 

It - !V lin )-It! 41: 
$lin ((«». «»Z33) \ :. dlx, 

= 
$-3!4I:z lt!4I: 

" ((I_zf7J 4I: 
cd!z (EltZ) 

, [x VI 0 h -I! 41:] «». 141:9 
«».353 11.. -

illl lIP \ -
. ; 

'T.IbJ.e exponent is s1lllfficien1tiw close t<Q> «». 0'5 11:0 be rep:fta.ce«l by 3! 41:. We,ob1ta.i1llL 
for 1tlhte correction ~ 1t1I:n.e &t, pllate eq~1tion fo~ oollll1llLmrw]awer 1t:1IDidkrmess: 

(E14l:) 

Figm-'e El shoW"s oollll1llLmry ]awer 1t1I:n.icmess aL1IlLd §jhe,ar s1t:ress predicted by equa- . 
ttions' E 1 41: at1IlLd D1.' .It isappa.rent 1t1I:n.a.t. for 1t.1mr OOJi.ent flow; en1t:raL1llLce effects do . not 
sigmficaL1llL1tiwaltel+' 1t1I:n.e oolllllmmry llayer 1Iinicmess an.d'shear s1t:ress 'predicted by 
1t1I:n.e &t plate formm~s. /It is clear. however. tina.t eq E14 does not predict the 
correct asymmp1to1tic behavior of ft1bte ;hoWIldla.ry llayer 1t1!rlcmess as it approaches 
1tnaJI.f 1t1I:n.e plate ~epa.ra1tion. Thls is because the sol1lll.1tion of eq E14 was not ob-:- ' 
ttained exactly» but it is s1lll.rely.valid for W'llderd.eveloped flow in 1tlhte entrance 
region itself. 

/ 

I. 
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Figure E2. Comparison of flat plate and entrance form':llas. 
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APPENDIX F. EFFECT OF NONISO'tHERMAL SNOW.SURFACE 

Consider the 'heat transfer from a flat plate where t~e wall temperature 
is a 'step function as shown below: 

y 

T-T 
8 = s = 1 'x~ ; T -T 

a s. 

8 = 1 x> ;, y = 00 

8 = ° x> ;, y=O 

Rubesin [1951] first derived the relation for the heat transfer coefficient in 
terms of th,e unheated starting length ~, for steady, two-dimensional, in
compressible, turbulent flow over the plate. A somewhat more rigorous 
derivatiol)- is' given by Reynolds, Kays, and Kline [1

1

957], although their re
sult does not differ significantly from the result obtained by Rubesin. Accord:
ing t6 Reynolds, Kays, and Kline: 

h(x, ~) ~ h (x) (1-, (~) 9/10),-1/9 for x> ~ 
T . f, , (Fl) 

/ 

where hT(x) is the isothermal heat __ transfer c.oefficient given by the Colburn 

rn,odification .of the Reynolds analogy (eq 21) .. 

Tribus and Klein [1953] have shown how the. -heat transfer coefficient 
may be calculated from a surface with an arbitrary wall temperature dis
tribution. For.the present case of flat plate heat transfer, this is accom
plished by forming the integral over an infinitely large' number of steps in 
wall temperature: 

= (F2) 

where the integral must b~ 't"aken in the Stieltjes sense. 
I 

It can be shown that the analogy between heat and mass transfer requires 
tha.t the mas s transfer obey similar relations. The mas s transfer from a 
flat plate with arbitrary wall temperature is: 

x 

1 = j 
o 

ph@x) (1 (F3)· 

41 
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where h@x) is the mass transfer coefficient given by the Colburn analogy 
(eq 18). 

T-o obtain an estimate of th'e importance of nonisothermal effects, assume 
that the h~midity ratio Hs(;) ris'es alo.ng the plate according to: 

_ (F4) 

1/2 . -where the constant C 1 has dimensions (length) - ~ The derivative in eq F3 r 

is: 

= ~; -1/2 • 
2 (FS) 

This relation m~y be substituted into eq F3; carrying o;ut the integr~tion we 
obtain: 

g . ~ )~ 10 
A = P \!:V X 2 9 x 

l/2 
(F6) 

Since the mass transfer coefficient is defined by: 

we may write: 

= 1. III (F7) 

Thus the mass transfer coefficient is increased by 11.1% due to a 1/2 
power law increasing humidity ratio at the surface. It can be shown that, as 
the power assumed in eq F4 is decreased, the percentage of increase in the 
mass transfer coefficient is increased by only 4%. Since the humi4ity ratio 
increase for the snow surface is well below a 1/2 power law for the range of 
temperature and energy transfers considered, the nonisothermal effects may' 
be assumed to be negligible. ' 
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APPENDIX G. COMPUTER PROGRAM AND RESULTS 
FOR SUBLIMATION FROM THE VNIFORMLY HEATED 

SNOW SURFACE 

j .. 

J \ 

/ 

" ) .' 

Equation 31 is solved numerically by it~ration for various values of Q/hc ' 
T a'- T dp' and the temperature level T a. The calculations were done by the 
GE-235 ,computer at 'Dartmouth College. The computer program is in \"Basic"; 
the l~nguage is written by the Mathematics Depar~ment of Dartmol;lth College. 

The ~esults of program I are presented in tabular form. TA is the 'air 
. temperature, TA- TDP represents the difference betweeri the air temperature 
and the dewpoint temperature of the air, and. Q/HC is .the ratio of the energy 
input to the snow and the heat transfer coefficie:qt. Values' of the snow tem
perature difference (Ts-Tal have been c::alculatedfor four val~es of (Ta-Tdp)' 
25 values of Q/hc ' and 9 values of Ta. ' 

) Program II'solves eq 31 and uses eq\ 24 and 25 to obtain the mass transfer 
(g/ A) as a function of distance, from the leading edg.e (x) for the given values 
.of Q = 25 Btu/hr-ft2 , V= 10 ft/ syc, and La = OF. The dependence of mass 
transfer rat.e is seen to change as .the dewpoint temperature is raised,from a 
'very low value to the- air t~mperature. 
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5 
6 
7 
8 

10 
20 
35 
38 
39 
40 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 

. ,50 
51 

It 0 
112 
113 
tIS 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
161 
16l 
163 
165 

Program I - Solution to Eq 31 , 

DIM G(360). Q(25). T(4) 
FOR 1=1 T025 
READ O(I) 
NEXT I 
LET T=-25 
FOR K=1 T09 
LET T=T+5 
PRINT "TA,="T. 
PRINT 
PRINT 
LET T( 1 )=50 . 
LET T(,Z)=10 
LET T(3)=5 
LET T(4)=O 
PRINT "TA-TDP=", T(I), T(2), T(3), T(4) 
PRINT 
PRINT roO/He", "TS-TA", "TS-TA". "TS:"TA", ·/'TS.,TA" 
LET B=-160 
FOR 1= 1 T0360 
LET B=B+l 
LET, A=5/9*(B-32)+273. 1 
LET H=-2445. 5646/A+8. 2312/2. 30259*LOG(A)-. 01677006~A 
LET H=H+l. 20514*101 (- 5)*A 12-6.-757169 
LET' H=10t H 
LET G(I)=18. 015/28. 95*H/(760-H) 
NEXT I 
FOR J=1 T025 
LET O=O(J) 
PRINT O •. 
FOR 1=1 T04 

\ 

166 -LET Tl=T-T(I) 
167 LET T2=T(I) 
170' LET A=Tl 
180 
190 

/230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
285 
290 
295 
300 
302 
303 
305 
310 
315 
320 
330 
340 
345 
350 
360 
365 
366 
370 

GO SUB 300 
LET Hl=H 
LET T3="T+l 
LET A=T3 
GO SUB 300 
LET H3=H 
LET A=O- T2*1. Ill/. 239*1220*(H3-Hl) /( T3--n) 
LET T4=A/(l +1. 112*1220/. 239*(H3-Hl )/( T3- Tl »+T 
IF ABS(T4-T3)<.002 THEN 330 
LET T3'=(T4+T3)/2, . 
GO TO 240 
LET A=A+160 
IF A>.200 THEN 345 \ 
IF A<1 THEN 345 
LET Al=A-INT(A) 
LET M=INT(A) _ 
LET H=G(M)+Al*(G(M+l)-G(M» 
RETqRN 
LET T5=T3-T 
PRINT T5. 
NEXT I ;:t> 
NEXT J ~ 

NEXT K ~ 

. DAr'A: .05 •. 1 •. 5.1.2.4.6.8.10.12.14.16.18.20.25.30.35.40.45. 50. 55 M 
DATA 60.65.70,75 Z 
END ~. 

1-1 

><: 
Results of Program I Cl T - Tdp 

and T - T' in 0 F 
a s a 

TA=-ZO TA=-15 
TA-TDP= 50 10 5 0 TA-TDP= 50 10 5 0 
O/He TS~TA TS-TA TS-TA- TS-TA O/He TS-TA TS-TA TS-TA TS-TA .05 -1. 27618 '-.563258 \ -.298959 4. 78316 E-~ .05 -1. 66729 -. 732568 -.394172 .04676 . I -1. ~2986 . -.517136 -.252842 .09371 . 1 -1. 62196 -.687477 -.349085 9. 15668 E-2 .,5 -.859919 -.147186 .116391 .460738 .. 5 -1.25936 -.326752 1.23759 E-2 .450021-1 -.397707 .312315 . 576039 .. .920625 1 -.806088 .124192 .46152 .899486 2 .522819 1.22802 1.49002 1.83351 2 9.49748 E-2 1. 01945 1. 35439 1. 79003 4 2.35143 " 3.05376 3.31319 3.65408 4 1. 88327 2.80101. 3. 13301 3.56454 6 4.16755 4.8636 5.12128 5.45774 6 3.65711 4. 56486 4.89379 5.31984 8 5.96805 6. 65606 6.91265 7.24611 8' 5.41137 6.30946 6.63414 7.05746 10 7.74997 8.43247 8.6852 9.01609 10 7.14785 8.03575 8.35612 8.77296 12 9.5141 10.1899 10.4395 10.7664 12 8.8628 9. 73928 10.0569 10.4615 . 14 11.2597 11. 928 12.1748 ,12.4973 14 10. 5561 11. 4216 11. 7347 ~ 12.14J 16 12.9857 13.645 13.8896 14.2084 16 12.2282 13.0825 13.3904 13.791 18 14.'6899 15.3416 15.5825' 15.899 18 13.8776 14.719 15.024 15.4176 '20 16.3731 17.0172 17.2543 17.5657 20 15.50l7 16.3322 16.6318 . 17.0215 25 ' 20.4818 '21..1031 21'.3318 21. 6313 25 19'.4602 20.2577 20. 5453 20.9195 30 24.4403 ) 25.0379 25.2575 25.545 30 23.2595 24.0242 24.2988 24.656 35 28.2405 28.8121 29.024 29.2986 35 26'.8943 27.6228 27.8878 28.2285 40 31.876 32.421 32.6235 32.8876 40 30.3623 31.0585 31.3079 31.6325 45 35.345 35.8658 36.0583 36.3077 45 33.6638 34.3257 34.5638 34.8731 50 38.6483 39.1437 39.3256 39.5637 50 36.8036 37.4304 37.6567 37.9SZS 55 41.7879 42.2574 42.4302 42.6576 55 39.7836 40.3785 40. 5931 40.8n4 



TA=-10 TA=-5 

TA-TDP= 50 10 5 0 TA-TDP= 50 10 5 0 

a/He TS-TA 'TS-TA TS-TA TS-TA: a/He TS-TA TS-TA TS-TA TS-TA· 
.05 -2.14885 / -.937122 -. 508871 4.54764 E-2 . 05 -2.73427 -1. 18133 . -.644718 4.39652 E-2 
.1 -2.1Q447 -.89327 -.465024 8.89996 . 1 -2.69125 -1. l3864 -.602336 8.59773 E-,2 
.5 -1. 75086 -.542457 -.113278 .437186 .5 -2.34713 -.7986 . -.263287 .422074 

1 -1. 30954 -.10308 .322731 .874166' 1 -1.91761 ".374732 . 159965 .843121 
2 -.429722 .. 769522 , 1. 1912 " 1.7381 2 -1.06251 .470575 1 1. 67713 
4 1. 31281 2'.49812 2.91772 3.45818 4 .629546 2. 1411 2.66433 3.33311 
6 3.03815 4.20928 4.62305 5.15698 6 2.29757 3.79109 4.30751 4.96785 
8 4.74215 5.89862 - 6.30683 6.83468 8 3.94652 5.41816 5.92712 6.57707 

10, 6.4242 '7.56501 7.97003 8.48861 10 5. 57097 "1'.0218 7. 52111 8. 16255 
12 8.08485 9.20955 9.60774 10.1204 12 7.17183 8. 59871 9.09306 \- 9.72216 
14 9.72223 10.9313 11. 2229 11. n72 14 8.74729 10.1522 10.6372 11. 2568 
16 11. 3354 12.4274 12.8135 13.3098 16 10.2978 11. 679 12.157 12.7655' 
18 12.9249 14.0004 14.3788 14.868 18 11.8231- l3. 1809 13.6496 '14.248 
2b 14.4879 15.5456 15.9199 16: 3995 20 13.3217 14.6556 15.1173 15.704 
25 18.2851 19.299 19.6563 20.1169 25 16.955 18.228 18.6674 '19~ 2281 
30 21.9198 22.8871 23.2286 23.6672 30 ,,20.4195 21.6331 22.0523 22. 585 
35 25.3863 26.,3082 26.6328 27.0529 35 23.7185 ' 24.8741 25.270'6 25.7775 
40 28.6868' 29.564 29.8739 30.2703 40 26.8556 ' 27.9518 28.3283 2.8.81 
45 31. 8254 32.6569 32.9526 33.3282 45 29.8329 ' 30.8727 31. 1298 31. 6867 > ,so 34.8043 35.5,933 35.8726 36.2296 50 32.6561 33.6428 33.9841 34.4147 
55 37.-6291 38.3778 3,8.6427 38 .. 9839 55 35.3352 36.2705 36.5916 37.0057 '"d 

'"d 
M, 
Z,' 
S 
~ 

q 
TA=O TA=5 

TA-TDP= 50 10 ' 5 0 TA-TDP= 50 10 - 5 0 

a/lie TS-TA TS-TA TS-TA TS-TA ' O/He TS-TA TS":'TA TS-TA TS-TA 
.05 -3.43455 -1.46738 ,-.802678 .042219 .05 -4.2592 ' -1. 79538 -.982753 '4.02413 E-2 
.1 -3.3928 -1.42634 -.761996 8.24849 E-2 . 1 -4.21887 -1.7562i -.944003 ,7.85294 
.5 -3.05881 -1.09799 -.43654 .404612 .5 -3.89723 -1. 44295 :...634009 .384834 ' 

1 ' -2.64426 -. 690326 -2.88965 E-2 .808402 1 -3.49765 -1.0514 -.24653 .769079 
, \ 2 -1.81672 .122854 .778088 1.60691 2 -2.7005 -.274979 .523889 1. 52669' 

4 -.181175 1.7267 2.37276 3.19126 4 -1. 12695 1. 25667 2.04334 3.0322'9 
6 1.'42767 3.31006 3.94636 4.75107 6 .421242 2.76588 3.53719 4. 50918 
8 3'.01647 '4.86859 5.49238 6.28472 8. 1.94129 / 4.24782 5.008 5.96149 

10 4.57727 6.39987 7.01513 7. 79391 10 3.43822 5.70433 6.44861 7.3848 
12 ' 6. U474 ' ) 7'.90683 8. 50926 8.,27567 12 4.910'5 ,7.13436 7.86498 8.,78421 

,14 .. 7.62596 ' 9.38593 9.97984 10.7312 14 ' 6.35358 /8. 53622 9.25347 ' 10.1559 
-16 9.1174 10.8401 11. 4213 12. 1607 16 7.77128 9.91351 10.6154 11. 4998 

18 10.5694 12.2668 12.8382 13.56Z3 18 9.16239 11. 2623 11. 9525 12.8188' 
lO' li.003 13.6669 14.2275 14.9392 20 10.5257 12.5849 13.2608 14.'1112 
25 15.4639 17.0526 17.5844 18.2613 25 '13.8208 IS. 7781 16.4194 17.2261 
30 18.7619 20.2708 '20. 7778 21.419 ' 30 16.9527 18.8094 19.4189 20. 184'7 
35 21. 8968 23.3276 23.8.1 02 24.4186 35 19.9241 2L 6862 22.2642 22.9925 
40 24.871 26.23 ' ,26.6859 27.265 40 ' 22.7432 24.4151 , '24.8651 25.6522 
45 27.693 28.9842 29.4149 29.9648 45 ,25-.4173 27.0059 21.5233 P 28.1712 
50 

' , 

30.37 31. 5919 32.0058 ' 32.5231 50 27.9555 29..4584 29.9548 10.5n3 
S5 32.9102 34.0707 34.4583 34.9S47 S5 30.361,2 31. 7907 32.2589 32.859 

-~ 
U1 



I 

~ 
0' 

TA=10 TA=15 

TA-TDP= 50 10 5 0 TA:-TDP= 50 10 5 0 
'Q/HC TS-TA TS-TA TS-TA TS-TA 

~05 -5.21615 -2.16658 ' -1.1858.6 3.80485 E-2 
O/HC TS-TA TS-TA TS-TA TS-TA 

.05 -6.31006 -'2. 57712 -1. 40871 3. 56708 E-2 
• 1 -5.17739 -2.12909 -1.14883 7.41438 E-2 . 1 -6.27299 -2.5419 -1. 37398 6.93885 E-2 
.5 -4. 8687Z -1. 83029 -.854385 .362907 . .5 -5.97685' -2.26011 - -1. 09616 .33913 

1 -4.48515 .. 1.4598 -.488427 .7244 1 -5.610~8 -1. 90836 ' -.752436 .676941 
2 -3.72021 -.7Z233 .24095 1.43933 2 -4.879 -1. 21359 -6.66529 E-2 1.34497 
4 -2. Zl229 .733703 1. 67581 2;85605 4 -3.4401 . 15862 1. 27839 2.6662 
6 -.730211 2.16063 3.08889 4.2452 6 -2.02446 1. 49971 2. 60041 3.9629 
8 3.5623 ! 4.47186 5.60696 

10 Z.i5256 4.93886 5.83143 6.94397 
12 3.55461 6.28664 7.-'16289 - 8. 25235 

8 -.639773 2.81819 3.89824 5.23Q42 
10 .720788 4.11106 5.16771- 6.4726 
12 . 2.05396 5.37554 6.41195 7.69019 

14 4.9313 7.60967 8.467 9.53495 14 3.36011 6.61534 7.63064 8.88334 
16 6.27937 8.90692 9.74626 10.7938 16 4.64092 7.83054 8.82488. 10.0514 
18 7.60266 10.1765 11. 0007 12.0255 
20 8.90008 11. 4198 12.2266 ' 13.2303 

18 5.89~95 9.02103 9.99483 11-.1936 
20 7.12621 10. 1846 I1.H83 12.312'3 

25 12.0268 14.4182 15.1851 16.1378 
30 14.9957 17.2646 17.9928 18.8963 

25 10.0899 12.9922 13.8957 15.011 
30 12.9011 15:6519 16.5084 17.5665-

35 17.8108 19.9653 20.6515 21. 5091 
40 20.4809 22.5234. 23. 1775 23.9926 

- 45 23 •. 0164 24.954 25.5'7Z5 26.3445 

35 15. 5651 18. 1777 18.9919 J9.9961 
40 18.0963 20.5717 .21. 344-7 Zl.2974 

50 25.4184 27.2591 27.8482 28. 5811 
55 27.7009 1.9.4499 60 

'\ 

TA=20 

TA-TDP= 50 10 5 0 

O/HC TS-TA. TS-TA TS-TA TS-TA 
.05 -7.54152 -3.01988 -1.64842 3.31512 E-2 
• 1 -7.50629 -2'.98687 -1. 61615 6.43493 E-2 
.5 -7 .. 22446 -2.72462 -1.35706 .313934 

1 -6.87398 -2.39681 -1.03452 . 6266~7 
2 -6.17798 -1. 74454 -.399012 1.24448 
4 -4.80789 -.461761 .858599 2.46668 

-6 -3.46481 .795534 2.0862 3.66304 
8 -2.14587 , 2.02548 3.29005 4.83656 

10 -.854329 3.23049 4.4691 5.98508 
12 .409618 4.41156 5.62418 7.10796 
14 1. 64693 5.56781 6.7566 .8.20732 /" 

16 2.86187 6.70031 7.86462 9.28392 
18 4.05101 7.80936 8.94949 10. 3382 
20 5.21378 8.89529 10.0114 11. 3705 
25 8.01986 11. 5089 12. 5658 13.8596 
30 10.6782 13.9923 14.9954 i 6. Zl07 
35 .13.2025 16.3449 17.2977 18.4627 \ 
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Program II - Mass Transfer Rate 

5 DIM G(360) 
6 LET' 1'=0 
7 LET R=Z5 

10 PRINT "TA=O F VEL=10 FT/SEC Q=Z5 BTU/HR-FTz''' 
15 PRINT 
16 PRINT 
17 PRINT "TA-TOP=", "35", "30", "l5", "ZO" 
18 PRINT . ', 

169 LET 1'2=1'- 1'1-
170 LET A=TI 
180 GO SUB 300 
190 LET HI =H 
230 LET 1'3=1'+1 
240 LET A=T3 
250 GO SUB 300 

19 PRINT "X-FT", "MASS-TR", "MASS-TR", "MASS-TR", "MASS-TR" . 
. 110 LET B=-160 ' . . . 

'260 LET H3=H 
270 LET A=Q- 1'2*1. 112/.239*. 220*(H3-Hl )/( 1'3- Tl) 
.280 LET T4=A/(l+1. 112*llZ0/-. 239~"(H3 -HI) I( 1'3 - Tl »+1' 
285 IF ABS(T4-T3)<. 002 THEN 330 liZ FOR .1=11'03.60 

113 LET B=B+I-
115 LET A=5/9*(B--3Z)+Z73.1 ' 
lZO LET H=-Z445. 56461 A+8. Z31Zi Z. 30Z59*LOG(A)-. 01677006*A 
130 LET H=H+l.l0514*10f(-5)*AfZ-6.757169 
140 LET H=10tH 
150 LET 0(1)=18 .• 015/Z8. 95*H/(760-H) 
160 N'EXT 1 ' 
161 LET X=O 
162 FOR J=l T010 
163 LET X=X+lO 
164 LET Q=R/(. 0863*. Z39*36000 t. 8*(. 463/X) t. Z*. 0376). 
16.5 PRINT X, 
166 LET '1'1=1'-40 
167 FOR 1=1 T04 
168 LET Tl=Ti+5 

290 LET 1'3=( 1'4+1'3)/2 
295' GO TO 240 
300 LET A=A+}J,O 
302 IF· A>200 THEN 145 
303 IF. A< THEN HS 
305 LET A1=A-INT(Af 
310 LET M=INT(A) 
315 LET _ H=G(M)+Al*(G(M+l)-G(M» 
3Z0 RETURN 
330 LET S=1. 112/ . 239/Q*25*(H3-Hl)· 
140 PRINT S, 
HI NEXT .'( 
342 NEXT J 
145 END 

Res\11ts of Program II 
TA=O F VEL=10 FT/SEC Q=Z5 BTU/HR-FT2 TA=O F VEL=10 FT/SEC Q=25 BTU/HR-FT2 
TA-TDP= 35 30 25 20 TA-TOP= 15 10 5 
X-FT MASS-TR MASS-TR MASS-TR MASS-TR X-FT MASS-TR MASS-TR MASS-TR 10 9. 0561l E-3 8.80854 E-3 8.·48Z15 E-3 B.05811 E-3 10 7.50902'E-3 6.79851 E-3 5.89564 E-3 

ZO: 8. 56ZB9 E-3 8. 35Z47 E- 3 .8.07504 E-3 7. 712Z( E:3 20 7.23993 E-3 6.63119 E-3 5.86109 E-3 30 S. lZZ96 E-3 B. 13109 E-3 7.87844 E-3 7.54805 E-3 30 7. 11758 E-3 6.56756 E-3 5.86091 E-3 40 8. 17437 E-3 7.99343 E-3 7.75592 E-3 7.44802 E-3 40 7.04682 E-3 6.52999 £-3 - 5.87161 E_-3 50, B. 06915 £-3 7.89833 E-3 7. 6731Z E-3 7.37866 E-3 SO 6. 998B1 E-3 6.50910E-3 5.88362 E-3 60 7.99001 E-3 7.82529 £-3 7.61015 E-3 7.32998 E-3 60 6.96489 E-3 6.49550 £-3 5.89661 E-3 70 7.9Z82Z E-3 7.77061 E-3 7.56283 E-3 7. ~91Q7 E-3 70 6.93961 E-3 6.48795 E-'3 5.90977 E-3 80 7.87877E':3 7.72531;E-3 7.52299 E-3 7.26136 E-3 80 6.92135 E-3 6.4815'9 E- 3 . 5.92387 E-3 90 7. 836~2 E-3 7.68751 E-3 7.49259 E·3 7.23775'E-3 90 6.90565 E-3 6.48057 E-3 .. 5.93599 E::-3 100 7. 80ZZ6 E-3 -. 7.65748 E-3 . 7.46661 £-3 7.21709 E-3 tOO· 6.89454 E-3 6.47983 E-3 5.94912 £-3 
. ( 

0 

MASS-TR 
4.74909 E-3 
4.88205 E-3 
4.97009 E-3 
5.03736 E-3 
5.0901 S E-3 
5.13862 E-3' 
5.17827 E-3 
5.21530 E-3 
5.24860 E-3 
5.27772 E-3 
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.ABPENDIX H. \ COMPUTER PROGRAM AND _ 
RESULTS FOR THE NETWORK ANALYSIS 

I· 

I 

'The computer program which solves the thermal netwoi'k present~d in 
section IV and Appendix B is presented here. This analysis accounts for 
the nonisothermal character of the radiation to the snow surface. The 
simpler network which assumes the radiant interchange to take place froTI1 
isothermal surf~ces is a special case of this analysis- and therefore is, hot 
included here. This analysis corresponds to the, solid lines of Figures 3 ' 
and 4. ,/ 

" 

/ 

, " 

49-



PrC!gram III - Computer Program for Nonisothermal Network 

4 DIM ·X(2.3),P(I2.),Q(12.) 
5 DIM C(ll), G(2.60), R( 12.), H(l2.), A(2.3), B;VJ 

10 FOR 1=1 TOll 
15 READ C(I) 
2.0 NEXT I 
2.5 DATA . 1045E-2., • 2.41E-2., . 6847E-2., . 2.714E-1, • 1566 
30 DATA :39,. 1566, . 2.741E-1, ~ 6847E-2, . 2.41E-2., . 1045E-2. 
35 LET A=-60 
40 FOR 1=1 T02.60 
45 LET A=A+l 

-50 LET B=5/9*(A-32.)+2.73.1 
55 'LET C=2.445. 5646/B+8. 2.312./2.. 302.59*LOG(B)-. 01677006*B 

, 60' LET C=C+l. 2.0514E-5*B 2.-6.757169 
65 LET C=-lotc I 

70 LET G(I)=18. 015/2.8. 95*C/(760-C) 
71 NEXT I 
75 LET T=3 
80 LET Q=2.48 
85 LET V=8.5 
90 LET- T5=- 6. 5 
95 PRINT 

100 PRINT 
'105 PRINT .t'TA="T. "VEL="V, "Q, "TDP="T5 
110 PRINT 
115 PRINT "X", .tTP", "DEL TS", "MASS TR" 
12.0 PRINT 
12.5 LET A=T5+60 
130 LE T HI =G(IN T(A» +(A- IN T(A»*(G(IN T(A)+ 1) -G(IN T)(A») 
135 LET T2.=T 
140 LET T3=T 
145 LET 5=1 
150 FOR K=l TOl2. 
155 LET 5=5+.5 
160 LET A=T3+60 '\ , 
165 LET H3=G(INT(A»+(A-INT(A»*(G(INT(A)tl)-G(INT(A») 
170 LET R(K)=l. 2.6*. 02.96*(V*S*3600/. 46)t(-1/5*V*3600*. 086*. 2.39 
175 LET R2.=. 585*. 1713E-8*(T2.tT3+9l0)*( T2.:+460) 12.+( T3+460) t 2.) 
180 _ LET R3=12.2.0*R(.K)*(H3-Hf)/. 2.39/(T3- T5)*1. 11 
185 LET H(K)=R(K)*( 1-( 1-/5) t(9/l0»f( -1/9) 
190 LET A=(R3*T5+R(K)*(R2.+H(K»tR2.*(Q-H(K)*T) 
195 LET B=(R(K)+R2.+R3)*(R2.+H(K»-R2.12. 
2.00 LET C=(R(K)tR2.+R3)*(Q-H(K)*T)tR2.*(R3*T5tR(K)*T) 
2.05 LET T6=A/B . 
2.10 LET T2.=C/B 

2.15 IF ABS«T6- T3)/2.)<. 002. THEN 2.30 
2.2.0 LET' T3=(T6tT3)1"2. 
2.2.5 GO TO 160 
2.30 LET A(Kt6)=T2. 
2.35 LET B(,Kt6)=T3 
2.37 GO SUB 510 
2.40 NEXT K 
2.45 FOR 1~2.T05 , 
250 LET A(I)=!' 
255 LET B(I)=T 
2.60 NEXT I 
2.65 FOR 1=19T02.3 
2.70 LET A(I)=A(l8) 
2.75 LET B(I)=B(.l8) 
2.80 NEXt I 
2.85 LET A(6)=( TfA(7»/2. 
2.90. LET B(6)=(T+B(7»/2. 
2.95 FOR 1=7T018 
.300 LET X(I)=O 
305 LET N=O 
310 FOR J=I-5TOI+5 
315 LET N=Ntl . 
32.0 LET X(I)=1 /3.7781 *C(N)*. 1713E-8*(B(J)t460) t4+X(I) 
32.5 NEXT J . 
330 LET, X(I):=X(I)tl/3. 7781"'3"'. 17PE-8*(A(I)f460)t4 . 
335 NEXT I 
340 FOR 1=2. T05 
345 LET X(I)=.1713E-8*(T+460)f4 
350 NEXT I 
355 FOR 1=19T02.3 
360 LET X(I)'=X( 18) 
365 NEXT, I , 
370 LET X(6)=(X(7)tX(5»/2. ' 
375 FOR 1=7T018· 
380 LET N=O 
385 LET P(I- 6)=0 
390 . LET Q(I- 6)=0 
395 FOR J=I- 5TOI+5 
400 .LET N=Nt1, 
405 LET P(I-6)=P(I,-6)+C(N)*(X(I)-.1713E-8*(S(J):+-460) f4) 
410 LET Q(I-6)=Q(I-6)+C(N)*(X(J)-. 1713E-8*(B(I)+460) 14) 
4.1 5 NEXT ~ J . ' , 
420 NEXr I ' 

-UJ 
o 



Program III (Cont'd) Results of Program III 

425 LET S=1 TA=3' VEL= 8.5 Q= 248 TDP= - 6. 5~ 

430 FOR K=ITOI2 X TP DEL TS MA.SS TR 
440 LET S=S+.5 /' 

445 LET T4=(O-P(K)+(H(K)+.124)*T)/(H(K)+.124) 1.5 78.3602_ 8.30888 9.20729 E-3 

446 LET T2=( T4+A(K+6»/ 2 2 84.9219 10.8294 1. 06133 E-2 

450 LET T3=B(K+6.) , 2.5 89.2633 12.,3171 1. 13392 E-2 

455 LET -A=T3+60 3 92. 5658 13.4444 .011854 

460 LET H3=G(INT(A»+(A-INT(A»*(G(INT(A)+I)-G(INT(A)}) - 3.5 9~. 254 14.3796 1.22692 E-2 
465 LET R3=1220*R( K)*(H3 -Hl)/. 239/( T3 - T5)*1. 11 4 I 97.5307 15.1897 1.26241 E-2 

470 LET T6=(O(K)+T*(R(K)+. 14).f:TS*R3)/(R(K)+RH. 14) 4. 5 99.5104 IS.9095 1.29391 E-2 

475 IF ABS( T6-T3)<-. 002THEN490" 5 10l.265 i6.5608 1.32298 E-2 :J> 
480 LET T3=(THT6)/2 5. 5 102.842 17.-1589 1.34941 E-2 1) 

485 GO TO 45S 
/ 6 104.273 17. 709~ "1: 37416 E-2 1) 

490 LET A(K+6)=T2 6. 5 105. 58.1 18.2116 1.39627E-2 M 
495 LET B(K+6)=T3 7 106.77 18.6256 1.41232E-2 Z 
497 GO SUB 510 t:J 
500 NEXT K, TA=21. 5 VEL=-8.5 Q= 88.4 TDP= 10 ~ 
505 GO TO 245 
S10 LET T8=T3-T 

X TP DEL TS MASS TR ::r: 
515 LET SI =( T3 - TS)*R3 / 1220 l.S 48.1661 -.255012 .01'0526 

520 PRINT S. T2 . .-T8. SI 2 50. 5098 .4852'19 1.07781 E-2 

525 RETURN 2.5 52.0931 .,921118 1.108015 E--2 
530 END 3 53.3096 1.25591 .01 Q781 

3. 5 54.3065 1.53738 .010754 
4 55.1551 1.78029 1.07327 E-2 
4. 5 55.8963 1.99789 1.0712'1 E-2 
5 56.5556 2.19588 .010693 
5.5 57. 1502 2.37959 1. 06771 E-2 
6 57.6918 2. 54925 1.06638 E-2 
6. 5 58.1881 2.70354 1.06522 E-2 
7 58.6412 2.83353 1.06265 E'-2 


